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ABSTRACT 

A new application of chaos to electrical engineering is developed. By creating 

chaotic binary sequences, and using these as pulse compression codes for radar, many 

advantages are realized over cedes that are presently used. These chaotic codes are 

generated by quantizing the iterates of one-dimensional chaotic difference equations to 

two levels. Being chaotic, these binary sequences are unpredictable in the long term, 

and are non periodic or can have periods of billions of bits. The autocorrelations of the 

sequences are derived, then the sequences are applied to radar, where the unpredictable 

and nonperiodic nature of these sequences is exploited. It is shown that chaotic codes 

offer advantages in maximum range performance, range resolution, low probability of 

intercept, and probability of false alarm compared to codes presently used. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

The mathematics of chaos has attracted many researchers outside the realm of 

pure mathematics. The mathematics itself is fascinating, but also seems to describe 

many physical phenomena that formerly had no mathematical model or were modeled 

as stochastic processes. Chaos is being found in physics, ecology, meteorology, 

medicine, economics, and astronomy, among others; [1] - [5] provide a sampling and 

review. Only very recently has chaos been applied in electrical engineering. In this 

dissertation, a new application of chaos to electrical engineering, and specifically to 

radar, will be developed. 

Chaos can be puzzling on first encounter. The title of one book on the subject, 

Probabilistic Properties of Deterministic Systems [6], is suggestive of the interesting, 

and not intu!tive, blending of stochastic and deterministic mathematics that occurs in 

chaotic systems. The term chaotic is applied to deterministic systems whose behavior 

appears stochastic and is, in the long term, unpredictable. This is the essence of chaos: 

nonlinear systems which amplify small differences, with the effect that the long term 

behavior is unpredictable. It is for this reason that chaotic models are finding wide 

application in the sciences, where some systems appear random but are governed by an 

underlying process that is not stochastic. 

Chaos probably first entered the field of electrical engineering when researchers 

used it to characterize some electrical circuits which were formerly considered unusable 

because of their unstable behavior [7] - [11]. Then the math was used to design circuits 

to produce specified chaotic properties [12] - [16]. Current literature is just beginning 

I 
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to explore the application of chaos to other aspects of electrical engineering; since the 

field is so new, it is relatively easy to do a comprehensive survey. 

Some researchers have suggested using chaotic maps as random number 

generators, used in many areas within electrical engineering. The first to make this 

suggestion, well before the mathematics of c~aos had been fully developed, were 

probably S. Ulam ai'ld J. von Neumann [17], [18], who suggested using the quadratic 

map as a random number generator. Other chaotic maps have been suggested for this 

purpose also (19], [20], [21], but any of these would most likely be implemented on a 

digital computer, and the subject of random number generation on a digital computer 

has been thoroughly addressed in [22], among others. Interestingly, the methods of 

random number generation suggested in [22] involve chaotic maps, although no 

mention is made of this. Chaotic analog circuits have been designed to produce random 

numbers [23]; these may prove to be more random than digital computer generators. 

Along these same lines, chaos has also been suggested for use in cryptography [24], 

[25]. 

Chaos has been applied to image compression to achieve large compression 

ratios [26]. An image is compressed by finding those chaotic equations and parameters 

which regenerate the original image when iterated. Depending on the image, sometimes 

only a very few equations are needed to represent an image consisting of thousands of 

bits, resulting in verj large compression ratios. 

Chaotic signal processing techniques specific to engineering applications are 

being developed, and have appeared in the literature only within the last year [27] -

[36]. Researchers are finding methods of separating chaotic signals from noise; in 

some cases the chaotic signal is treated as an unwanted signal, in other cases it is 

, 
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intentionally generated [37] - [41]. One successful application has been the modeling of 

radar sea clutter [42]. 

Also within the past year have suggestions appeared to use chaotic signals for 

communications purposes. Of the few papers, [43] and [44] have suggested using time 

series generated by two different chaotic equations to represent a zero or one. In [43], 

zeroes and ones are represented by iterates of the following two chaotic equations: 

0: X j+1 = 3.7· xj(l- x;) 

1: Xj+l = 4.0· x j (l- x;). 

For example, a data bit equal to zero could be represented by a time series of ten 

iterates of the first equation. If that data bit was followed by another zero, the equation 

would continue to generate another ten iterates; if followed by a one, iterates of the 

other equation would be used. Since each iterate of the time series has a specific 

relationship to the previous iterates (and a different relationship depending on which 

equation is being used), detection of the zero or one could be done by measuring the 

relationship between successive received iterates. 

The authors suggest that iterates of the equation could be used to amplitude 

modulate a carrier, although they also suggest that frequency or phase modulation could 

work better. Some details of the detection scheme are given, but it is not shown that the 

performance of this system is superior to any existing system. 

Similarly. in [44] the authors suggest using iterates of two different chaotic 

equations, 

0: xj +1 = aOxj (1- Xj)2 

1: Xj+l =~Xj(l-x)o.s 

to transmit a 0 or 1. They derive probability of error with a particular detection scheme. 

Performance of either this system or the one described above does not surpass any 
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existing, but may when better detection algorithms are found and when the equations 

are selected according to some optimizing criteria. Exactly which modulation method 

and equations provide the best probability of error, ease of detection, minimum 

interference in the case of multiple users, and ease of implementation, has yet to be 

determined. This will clearly be a long term effort 

In addition to using iterates to represent data, one can also imagine that chaotic 

time series might be useful for generating binary pseudorandom sequences, used in 

many areas in electrical engineering. Although a few papers have addressed the use of 

chaos for generating pseudorandom sequences, these sequences have not been applied 

to electrical engineering except as random number generators. This dissertation 

develops this subject by exploring one method of using chaotic equations to generate 

binary sequences, and applies these sequences to radar. Although the method of 

generating the sequences is not new, the development of specific autocorrelation 

properties and the application of the sequences to radar has not been done before. 

In chapter 2 the mathematics of chaotic one-dimensional maps is briefly 

reviewed. This chapter draws upon the existing literature to describe those aspects of 

chaos that will be useful in this work. There is much more to chaos than can be 

described here. This chapter is intended to provide a mathematical basis for the 

succeeding chapters and provide some insight into the concepts. 

In chapter 3, a method of generating binary sequences is discussed and the 

autocorrelations of these sequences are derived. The generation method is a common 

technique and is the same as that in [21]. However, the general form for the 

autocorrelation and the specific autocorrelations that are derived in this chapter have not 

appeared before and are originaL 

, 
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The pseudorandom sequences developed in chapter 3 could find application in 

many areas, including radar pulse compression, spread spectrum, encryption, test 

sequence generation, random number generation, and scrambling. In this dissertation, 

the sequences are applied to the field of radar. Chapter 4 begins by describing the use 

of pseudorandom sequences in radar pulse compression, already a well established 

technique [45]. Then the use of chaotic sequences for pulse compression is explored. 

Specific methods for using the sequences are presented, several properties of the 

resulting radar transmissions are derived, and the advantages of chaotic sequences over 

sequences now used are found. The application of chaotic pseudorandom sequences to 

radar pulse compression is original. This work, together with the autocorrelation 

properties derived in chapter 3, compose the original contributions of the dissertation. 

-I 
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CHAPTER 2 

MATHEMATICS OF ONE DIMENSIONAL CHAOTIC MAPS 

When reading some of the popular literature on chaos, one finds terms such as 

fractal, sensitivity to initial conditions, bifurcation, strange attractor, etc. Although the 

equations used in this work exhibit these properties, they are not all relevant here. In 

this chapter, those parts of the mathematics of chaos that are relevant to this work will 

be described. 

Chaos can arise only in nonlinear equations, although nonlinearity is not a 

sufficient condition for chaos [46]. In discrete time, chaos can occur in one or more 

dimensional difference equations, and in continuous time, in three or more dimensional 

differential equations [6]. Only the discrete case will be described and used in this 

work. and only one dimensional maps of the unit interval onto itself will be used. 

Although higher dimensional maps can also exhibit chaos, one dimensional maps have 

sufficiently complicated dynamics for purposes of this work and are relatively easy to 

work with. 

The way in which chaos can arise from maps of this kind will be described, and 

some measures of the chaos will be defined. These measures will be derived for several 

chaotic examples that will be used in later chapters. A table summarizing the examples 

will be given at the end of the chapter. The definitions and examples given here are 

intended to provide not only the mathematical basis for this work, but also some flavor 

for chaos, since this is important for understanding how chaos can be useful. In light of 

this, some examples and derivations will be done strictly as illustration, and will not be 

used later. Mention will be made of this whenever material of this type is discussed. 

The maps to be used here will have the form 

-I 
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Xi+1 =g(X) 

and will be nonlinear. Discrete time sequences will be generated by iterating the maps. 

The time series so generated will consist of a sequence of points XO' ~, ••• , Xn ' ••• , 

where xn = ~g 0 go- .. og~(xo) = gn(xo). gno is the composition of g with itself n times; 
, 
n 

this notation will be used throughout this work. gn (.) will never be the nth derivative of 

g or g to the nth power. 

Before defining tenus, two examples will be given to illustrate chaotic and non

chaotic maps. 

An example of a map which is not chaotic is 

Xi+1 =l-xi • (2.1) 

The map and a sample time series are shown in Figure 2. L 

'\Vllen given some initial condition Xo, any sequence of iterates of this map can 

be written 

= X{) I-X{) Xo I-X{) Xo 

This map behaves periodically, not chaotically. Chaotic time series are not 

periodic. It can be shown that because the absolute value of the slope of this map is 

everywhere equal to one, this map cannot be chaotic. The reason the slope is important 

will be described later, in the section on the Lyapunov exponent 

o 1 

X· I 

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

o i (iterate) 50 

Figure 2.1. The map Xi+l = 1- Xi and a sample time series with Xo = 0.3. 

, 
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An example of a chaotic map is the well-studied quadratic equation, also called 

the logistic equation: 

The map and a sample time series are shown in Figure 2.2. 

1 1 

I~ ~ r1 N M N 
Xi+l 

V I), II J o +------i o o 1 o i (iterate) 100 

Figure 2.2. The quadratic map Xi+1 = 4xi(1- x), and a sample time series with 

Xo = 0.3. 

With the initial condition of Xo = 0.3, the quadratic map generates a time series 

which appears noise-like. In fact, any initial condition input to this map, except for a 

set with measure 0, will generate a noise-like, nonperiodic, chaotic time series. This 

time series demonstrates how a deterministic equation can generate a time series which 

appears to be random, although is not 

The quadratic map can also be used to demonstrate the fact that the time series is 

unpredictable in the long term. Figure 2.3 shows this graphically. Two time series are 

shown. Each was generated on a Macintosh Powerbook 160 using the same spread 

sheet software. Each time series had the same initial condition of 0.3. Mathematically, 

the two equations generating the time series were equivalent. They were 

and 

I 
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: , J)~ll ~.', ~1 
, Ii \ U' , f • , II' :' "', : ~ n 'I: I ::J, I 

I ~ , j I I, it: f. i 
: ! If : r 1 :. 

V I):;' J I 
I ~i V i I o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1 

I~ rl 

o i (iterate) 100 

Figure 2.3. A demonstration of the unpredictable nature of the quadratic time series. 
- Each time series has an initial condition of 0.3. Time series generated by 
Xi+1 = 4xj(1- x;) is shown as a solid line, time series generated by X;+l = 4x; - 4x/ is 
shown as a dashed line. 

Despite being theoretically identical, the time series visually diverge after about 40 

iterations. This remarkable fact is a manifestation of the chaotic nature of the quadratic 

map. The computer implemented the two equations in different ways, and because of 

the chaos, this difference became apparent in the graph after 40 iterations. The 

divergence actually occurred much earlier than this, at the fourth iteration. The 

sequence of iterates was: 

X() Xl 

Xi+l = 4Xj(1- X): 0.3 0.84 

X;+l = 4x; - 4x/ : 0.3 0.84 

X2 

0.5376 

0.5376 

X3 

0.99434496 

0.99434496 

0.0229422420903938 

0.0224922420903941 

The two least significant digits of the fourth iterate are different This happened 

because the computer computed X4 for the first equation by finding 1 - X3, multiplying 

that by X3, then multiplying that by 4. It found X4 for the second equation by finding 

4X3, then finding X32 and multiplying the result by 4, then finding the difference, 4X3 -

4X32. Limited precision computing, and perhaps details of the multiplication and 

subtraction hardware, affected the values of these subexpressions, with a cumulative 

result that the final values for X4 were slightly different. Then, because the equations 

are chaotic, this small difference was amplified until it became visible at the 40th 

iteration. 

I 
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This demonstrates how, if one is trying to predict the behavior of a time series, 

even one generated by a computer, and one knows the equation and the exact value of a 

data point, one cannot predict the long tenn behavior of the sequence without also using 

the same software and hardware to generate the series. 

One can see from this simple demonstration how impossible long tenn weather 

prediction is. Weather models behave chaotically [47]. Even if one knew to infinite 

precision the initial condition of the weather, limited precision computing forbids long 

term prediction. But this is not simply a problem with computer precision; even if one 

had an intmite precision computer, minute measurement errors in the initial condition of 

the weather would forbid long tenn prediction. As one might imagine, there are very 

interesting philosophical implications regarding prediction of any chaotic physical 

system [3], but these will not be addressed here. 

The time series in Figure 2.3 were generated with an initial condition of 0.3, and 

therefore appear nonperiodic, but there are a set of initial conditions that do not generate 

chaotic time series. Some of these are Xo = 0, Xo = 1, Xo = t, and Xo = t. These initial 

conditions generate the following time series, each of which degenerates to a constant: 

Xo =0 

Xo =1 

X
_I 

0-'2 

00000 .. . 

10000 .. . 

tlOOO .. . 

3 3 3 3 3 
44444··· 

In fact, although the set of them has measure zero. there are an infinite number 

of initial conditions that will not generate chaotic time series. For example, Xo = 5+j5 

will generate a period 2 time series, alternating between 5+",$ and 5-[; this initial 

, 
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condition was found by solving the equation Xo = l(xo), with g(x) = 4x(1- x). 

Similarly period j time series are found by solving Xo = gi (xo). 

All of these periodic points are unstable, however, meaning even the smallest 

change in the initial condition will cause the time series to be chaotic rather than 

periodic. This is a result of the fact that the set of periodic points has measure zero. 

Even so, if trying to avoid periodic series, the initial condition must be carefully 

selected. This will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. 

It is not obvious from the equations why xi+! = 4xi (1- xJ can generate chaos 

and x i+! = 1- Xi cannot. The material of the next section will provide some tools to 

determine when a map is chaotic, and a measure of its chaos. 

2.1 DEFINITIONS 

Judging from the random appearance of the time series in Figure 2.2 one might 

guess that probabilistic descriptions would be a useful analysis tool. This is, in fact, the 

case; the mathematics is ergodic theory, and those bits of the theory relevant to this 

work will be briefly described here. This is by no means an exhaustive treatment; such 

can be found in many books, including [6] and [48] - [52]. The premise for using 

probabilistic descriptions is to avoid the fickle nature of individual time series. As has 

been shown, individual time series can be extremely unpredictable; simply changing 

the way a computer computes an equation radically alters the times series. Therefore, 

rather than working with specific time series, the general behavior of the time series 

will be addressed. This general behavior is best modeled by probabilistic descriptions. 

There are several levels of chaos that chaotic maps can have. Probably the most 

important, from less chaotic to more, are ergodicity, mixing, and exactness [6]. Ergodic 

and mixing maps will be defined, but the quality of exactness is not needed and so will 
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not be defined. The maps that will be used in later chapters happen to be exact. but this 

property will not aid the analysis. However, the property of mixing is important to the 

analysis, and therefore will be defmed. 

The term chaos will not be defined, because there does not seem to be a 

universal definition; indeed, some mathematicians avoid the term. Instead, ergodic and 

mixing will be defined, as well as probability density function, Lyapunov exponent, and 

autocorrelation. 

The definitions begin with a description of the space on which the maps operate. 

Define X as a space, Yl as a coiIection of subsets of X, and J1 as a measure 

defined on Yl. For the purpose of this work, the measure space (X,.9l,p). will be 

restricted to 

X =1 = the unit interval [0,1] 
.9l = the Borel CT-algebra '.8 

p = probability measure p defined on '.8. 

The measure space will then be written (/,'.8.p). The maps used in this work 

will be restricted to one-dimensional maps operating on the measure space (/. '.8. p). 

The probability measure will be derived as needed. 

2.1.1 Probability Density Function and Frobenius-Perron Operator 

In this section, the blending of deterministic and stochastic properties will 

become evident The stochastic properties are introduced because they provide an 

excellent model for the time series generated by chaotic equations. The time series 

generated by a map. although deterministic. will be viewed as a sample of a discrete 

stochastic process, x. The sample is selected by the initial condition, xo, a random 

variable whose value ranges from 0 to 1. Xo will have a probability density function 

, 
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(pdf) Ix. (x), which will also be written lo(x). Xi, the ith iterate of the map, will have a 

pdf lex). 

When discussing the initial condition as a random variable, one no longer thinks 

of the initial condition as a single point but as an ensemble of points composing the unit 

interval. Then, when the map is iterated, all possible time series are generated, as each 

initial condition in the ensemble is mapped to a new point at each iteration (although 

some points, known as fixed points, may not move, depending on the map). As the 

ensemble of points moves about on the interval, the initial probability density function 

lo(x) evolves under the direction of the map. Because X;+1 = g(x), 1;+1 (x) will be 

related to l(x), and in fact will be given by the Frobenius-Perron operator [6]. 

Other definitions are needed before defining the operator. First, the 

counterimage of a set A is the set of all points that will be in A after one iteration of the 

map [6]. The counterimage will be written g-I(A). Second, given the space (I,$,p), 

define a map g: I -7 I as measure preserving if p(g-I(A») = peA) for all sets A E $, 

where peA) is the probability of A [6]. This will allow the existence of stationary 

densities. 

The Frobenius-Perron operator P is defined for measure preserving maps g by 

where g-I([a,x]) is the counterimage of the interval [a,x], and a is a constant less than 

x. (The operator is actually defined for a broader class of maps than those that are 

measure preserving, but since the concern here is only with measure preserving maps, 

this broader class will not be defined.) Then successive densities are given by 

, 
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If Pf. = f., then f. is called a stationary or invariant density of P. f. remains 

unchanged under the action of the map. 

As an example, the Frobenius-Perron operator and the invariant density for the 

quadratic map, Xj+l = 4xj (l- x), will be derived following [6, p. 47J, although it is 

given only for illustration, and will not be used later. First, the counterimage of the 

interval [O,xJ will be found. 

The counterimage is shown graphically 

in Figure 2.4. Intervals [O,io] and [il,l] are 

both mapped to the interval [O,xJ, and 

therefore make up the counterimage of [O,xJ. 

io and it are those points such that g(io) = g(il) 

= x. Solving for i 0 and it yields 

and • II~ 
11 = 2' + '2V 1 - X • 

Therefore, the counterimage of [O,xJ is 

1 

x 

o ;0 

Figure 2.4. Counterimage of 
[O,xJ for the quadratic map 
Xj+l = 4xj (l- x). 

Substituting the counterimage into the definition of P, the Frobenius-Perron 

operator can be found as follows: 

d [t-t..Ji=i 1 ] 
Pf(x) = dx J f(u)du+ J f(u)du 

o t+t..Ji=X 

The invariant density in this case is given by [6J 

, 
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1 
I. (x) = tc..jx(l-x)· f.(x) 

5 

o ":I:::::::::===~ 
o x 1 

This density describes how the points of all the possible time series are 

distributed on the unit interval at any iteration. Even though the individual time series 

are unpredictable, as a whole they behave according the density function given above. 

The following numerical example might be helpful in envisioning this process. 

The quadratic map was programmed on a Macintosh 

computer. A thousand different initial conditions spaced 

0.001 apart on the unit interval were used to generate 30 

iterations of 1000 time series. A histogram of the 1000 

points at the 30th iteration was found, as shown at right. No 
o x 1 

attempt was made to exclude periodic series. The histogram resembles the invariant 

pdf. If the histogram were taken at a later iteration, it should even more closely 

approximate the invariant density given above. 

There are two notable facts regarding this example. First, as has been 

demonstrated, individual time series can be much different depending on the exact 

hardware and software used. Despite these differences, any computer and any software 

implementing the quadratic equation will get the same result as in this example: the 

histogram will approximate the invariant pdf; see [53, pp. 525-535] for an extensive 

discussion of this. Second, after enough iterations, the histogram will appear like the 

invariant pdf regardless of how the initial conditions were chosen. In this case the 

initial conditions were chosen in a uniform distribution, yet after 30 iterations, the 

, 
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density resembled the invariant pdf. The fact that the histogram converges to the 

invariant density regardless of the initial density is a result of the fact that the quadratic 

map is ergodic, as described in the next section. 

2.1.2 Ergodicity 

Ergodicity is familiar from the study of random processes. A random process is 

said to be ergodic if the time averages of a single sample have the same statistics as the 

ensemble averages [54]. The same result holds in the study of chaotic maps. 

To define ergodicity for maps, the term invariant must first be defined. A set 

A e [0,1] is invariant if g-!(A) = A. Then, a map g is ergodic if every invariant set 

Ae[O,I] is such that p(xeA)=Oorp(xe/\A)=O, where p(xeA) is the 

probability that x e A and 1 \ A are those points of 1 that are not in A. In other words, 

each iteration of an ergodic map will cause every sub-interval of [0,1] to move to a new 

position within [0,1]. The iterates of an ergodic map come arbitrarily close to every 

point in I. Ergodic maps can generate chaotic time series, and chaotic maps are ergodic. 

From the definition of ergodicity, it is clear that the map Xi+! = 1- Xi (equation 

2.1) is not ergodic, because there are infinitely many subsets of [0,1] which are 

invariant and have measure greater than zero and less than one. For example, all sets of 

the form [0, x] U [1- x,I] are invariant, with [O,x] being mapped to [1- x,I], and vice 

versa On the other hand, the quadratic map Xi+! = 4xi(I- x) has 0, f, and [0,1] as its 

only invariant subsets. Since 0, f, and 1\[0,1] have measure 0 this map is ergodic. 

If a map is ergodic, then, by the ergodic theorem [55], time averages are equal 

almost everywhere to ensemble averages. (Here, 'almost everywhere' is used in the 

mathematical sense to mean that the theorem applies to all of [0,1] except those subsets 

with measure zero.) Therefore the time series generated by an ergodic map will have 

the statistical properties that can be derived for the ensemble. However, since !o(x) 
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can be chosen arbitrarily, then it is not at first evident what pdf should be used for 

finding time series averages. The mean ergodic theorem provides the answer, as 

follows. 

Ergodic maps have at most one stationary density [6]. In fact, if one assigns to 

fo(x) any density other than the invariant density f., then, by the mean ergodic 

theorem [52], the average of the densities fo(x), flex), ... , Ii(X)' ... is equal to the 

invariant density, i.e. lim 1:. I Ii (x) = f.. This suggests that, regardless of fo (x), after 
k"'-k i=O 

enough iterations the density will have converged to the invariant density (unless it is 

oscillating, which of not of interest here). Therefore to determine statistical properties 

of the time series, the invariant density is the appropriate density to use. In the 

examples of later sections, the density function that is used will be the invariant density 

function. 

2.1.3 Mixing 

Some ergodic maps possess the even stronger property of mixing [6]. A 

measure preserving map is mixing if J~~p(A(Jg-i(B»)=p(A)p(B) for all A,Be'l3, 

where g-i (B) is the ith counterimage of B. This is simply interpreted to mean that the 

number of points that start in A and end up in B after i iterations of the map is the 

product of the measures of A and B. In other words, the iterates of a mixing map are 

independent when separated by enough iterations, a rather surprising result considering 

that all the iterates are related by a deterministic equation. Mixing maps are ergodic. 

For a good illustration of maps which are only ergodic, only mixing, and exact, see [6, 

pp.62-65]. 

After enough iterations, a mixing map will spread an arbitrarily small interval of 

initial conditions over the entire unit interval [53]. This is in contrast to a map which is 

, 
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only ergodic, which will move intervals about, but not spread them over the unit 

interval. The concept of mixing is introduced here because the maps to be used in later 

chapters, which are mixing, will then be known to have iterates which become 

independent This, in tum, implies that their autocorrelations will approach 0 at large 

lags. 

The class of mixing maps will form the mathematical basis of this work. The 

statistical properties of these maps can be derived analytically via the Frobenius-Perron 

operator. Because of ergodicity, individual time series (of infinite extent) generated by 

a mixing map will then have prescribed statistics. This will be useful later when time 

series with specific statistical properties are needed. 

2.1.4 Lyapunov Exponent 

It is not always easy to determine ergodicity from the definition. Some map 

parameters can be easily checked, however, such as the Lyapunov exponent (In the 

literature Lyapunov is sometimes spelled Liapunov or Ljapunov.) Maps with a positive 

Lyapunov exponent are chaotic; maps with a negative Lyapunov exponent are not [46], 

[56]. Maps with a zero Lyapunov exponent can be chaotic. This material is provided 

strictly as an aid to understanding chaos, and will not be used for application purposes. 

Before defining the exponent, some discussion about its meaning will be presented. 

Maps that have sensitive dependence on initial conditions are chaotic. Maps 

with this property will amplify any arbitrarily small difference in initial conditions [53]. 

This occurs when the map has an average absolute slope greater than one; in other 

words, iterates are multiplied by a number (the slope) whose absolute value is greater 

than one. Clearly, then, the difference between two initial conditions that are close to 

one another will be amplified under the action of the map. Time series generated from 

initial conditions that are very close to each other (as close as one likes, in fact) will 
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diverge from one another, until the time series do not resemble one another at all [46], 

[53]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5 for the quadratic map, x j +! = 4xj (l- x;). The first 

50 iterates are shown for two initial conditions, Xo = 0.6 and Xo = 0.600000001, as 

generated by spread sheet software on a ~~1acintosh. The two time series diverge after 

about 25 iterations. 

This is not simply a manifestation of the truncation or round-off in the 

computtr; the divergence occurs because each iteration of the map amplifies the least 

significant digits of the previous iterate. Eventually the 0.000000001 difference 

between the two initial conditions is amplified until it influences the most significant 

digits. Said another way, the microscopic becomes macroscopic after enough iterations 

[56]. 

The rate at which the microscopic is amplified is measured by a parameter 

called the Lyapunov exponent. which is a measure of the average slope of the map. It is 

defined as the time average of the log of the slope [46]: 

1 N-! 

A.(xo) = lim - 2)og/g'(x;)/, 
N-+- N j=O 

where g'(x) is the derivative of gat Xj. When the absolute value of g'(x) is greater 

than I, the log of /g'(xj )/ is greater than O. If, over the whole time series generated by 

the initial condition xo, Ig'(xj)1 is greater than 1 on average, A. will be positive. 

1 

i (iterate) 50 

Figure 2.5. Two time series generated by the quadratic map, with initial conditions 
Xo = 0.6 (solid line), and Xo = 0.600000001 (dashed line). 

" 
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Therefore, for a map to have a positive Lyapunov exponent, and thus be able to produce 

chaotic ti.11e series, the average of the absolute value of the slope must be greater than L 

The larger ..Il, the more rapidly the time series diverge. 

A can also be interpreted as the average rate of loss of information about the 

initial condition as the map is iterated [46], [56]. For the quadratic map, for instance, 

the infonnation loss occurs because the map is two-onto-one: each X i +1 can come from 

one of two Xi. Similarly, each Xi+2 can come from one of four Xi. By continuing this 

process, it is clear that when i is large enough, knowledge of Xi reveals nothing at all 

about xo; Xi can come from any Xo with some probability. This is another way of 

saying that the time series are unpredictable. 

Alternatively, the Lyapunov exponent may be interpreted as the rate at which 

new information is created [56], since the lost information is replaced with new 

infonnation. If the logarithm is base 2, A is the rate ofloss (or creation) in bits. Base 2 

logarithms will be used whenever the Lyapunov exponent is used. 

is [46] 

As an example, the Lyapunov exponent for the quadratic map, Xi+1 = 4Xi (1- Xi)' 

1 

= J log2/g'(x)if·(x) dx 
o 

=J1 
log2/4(1-2x)/tU 

o 7r..jx(l- x) 

=1. 

Here the fact that the quadratic map is ergodic was used to substitute the ensemble 

average for the time average. The invariant density of the quadratic map, shown in 

section 2.l.1, was used. This map loses information at the rate of 1 bit per iteration. 
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Interestingly, for one dimensional maps, the Lyapunov exponent is equal to the 

entropy [46]. More examples of the Lyapunov exponent will be given later, where the 

relationship to entropy will be seen more clearly. 

2.1.5 Autocorrelation and Autocovariance 

In addition to a positive Lyapunov exponent, another property that a chaotic 

map exhibits is a rapid decay of the autocovariance [46]; this is consistent with the fact 

that iterates of mixing maps become independent when separated by enough iterations. 

The autocorrelation of a time series is defined as 

n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... 

n will sometimes be called the lag. Because the maps used in later chapters are all 

ergodic, their time averages are equal to ensemble averages. In this case the 

autocorrelation, shown as a time average in the above equation, can also be written as 

an ensemble average [46]: 

1 

R(n) = f xgn (x)f. (x)dx, 
o 

where f.(x) is the stationary density. 

Similarly, the mean is defined as 

I N-l 1 

m = lim - LX; = f xj.(x)dx, 
N-+- N i=O 0 

and theautocovariance is defined as 

I N-l 

C(n) = lim - L (Xi - m)(xj+n - m) 
N-+- N i=O 

1 

= f(x-m)(gn(x)-m)f.(x)dx 
o 

, 
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= R(n)-m2
• 

Finally the correlation coefficient is defined as 

r(n) = C(n). 
C(O) 

A property of chaotic time series is that lim r(n) = 0 [6]. n-.-

As an example, the correlation coefficient for the quadratic map 

Xi+1 = 4xi (1- x) is D(n) [57]. Iterates of the quadratic map are uncorrelated. 

2.2 SOME ERGODIC MAPS 

The parameters defined in the previous section will now be found for some 

ergodic maps. For purposes of this work, only very simple maps are needed. In fact, 

only piecewise linear maps with two pieces will be used. Even these simple maps can 

be exploited for their chaotic properties. Two of the four possible such maps will be 

presented. The invariant density, Lyapunov exponent, and autocovariance will be 

found for each. The results will be summarized in a table at the end of the chapter, and 

used in chapter 3. 

2.2.1 The Dyadic Map 

The dyadic map is defined by 

O<c<l 

1 
Xi 

Xi+1 = C 

Xi-c 

l-c 

and has the appearance shown in Figure 2.6. A sample time series is also shown. The 

dyadic map is mixing [52]. This map is usually written with c = t, but having c as a 

variable will prove useful later. 

, 
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1 

X;+l 

o i--"-----i o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

o c 1 o 50 
i (iterate) 

Figure 2.6. The dyadic map and a sample time series with c = 0.3 and Xo = 0.34. 

Invariant Density Function 

The invariant density function of the dyadic map is the uniform density, .f(x) = 1 

for 0::::;; x::::;; 1. This will be shown by finding the stationary density of the Frobenius-

Perron operator. 

First the counterimage of the interval [O,x] is needed. This is 

g-l([O,X]) = [O,cx] u [c,x(1- c) + c]. 

Then the Frobenius-Perron operator is 

Pf(x) = ! [[ f(u)du + ""['f<U)du J 

= cj(cx) + (l-c)!(x(l-c)+ c). 

The stationary density for the operator is readily seen to be .f(x) = 1. 

The Lyapunov Exponent 

The Lyapunov exponent for the dyadic map can be computed from the 

definition as 

ell 1 
= f lOg2 - dx+ f lOg2 -- dx = -clog2 c-(1-c)log2(1-c). 

c l-c o c 

'; 
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Here the derivation was simplified by using the fact that the dyadic map is 

ergodic, so the ensemble average could be substituted for the time average; the 

invariant density (the uniform density derived above) was used. Because the map is 

ergodic, A is independent of Xo. This will be true for all the maps studied in the 

remainder of this chapter and in later chapters, therefore A(Xo) will be written simply as 

A. Because c has been left as a variable, rather than equal to t, this derivation of the 

Lyapunov exponent is originaL 

The relationship between the Lyapunov exponent and the entropy is obvious in 

this case; this Lyapunov exponent has precisely the same form as the information 

entropy for a binary memoryless source, with c as the probability of one character [58]. 

A plot of A. is shown in Figure 2.7 

The Lyapunov exponent is greatest for 

c = t, and least as c approaches 0 or L For c 

= 0 or 1, the dyadic map becomes the identity 

Xi+1 = Xi' which is not chaotic. However, for 

all 0 < c < 1, the Lyapunov exponent is greater 

than zero and the dyadic map is chaotic. 

1 

o +------1 
o c 1 

Figure 2.7. The Lyapunov 
exponent for the dyadic map, as a 
function of c. 

The case of c = t, or A = 1, has the interesting interpretation that one bit is lost 

per iteration. For c = t the map reduces to xi+! = 2Xi modI. If the initial condition is 

expressed in binary notation, this map consists of a shift left one bit (corresponding to 

the multiply by 2), followed by dropping the most significant bit (corresponding to the 

modulo 1), so indeed, there is one bit lost per iteration. 
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The AutocQvariance 

The autocovariance of the dyadic map will be derived here, although it will not 

be used later. It is presented to help illustrate the stochastic nature of the dyadic map. 

From section 2.1.5, the autocovariance is defined as 

C(n) = R(n) - m2 

I 

= I xgn(x)f.(x) dx-m2
• 

o 

To find C(n), gn(x) is needed, i.e., the relationship between Xi and xi~n is 

needed. To simplify this problem, c will be restricted to t. In later chapters this 

restriction will be lifted. 

For c = t the dyadic map can be written Xi+1 = 2x; mod 1. The mean is 

(independent of c) 

I 1 
m= Jxdx=-. 

o 2 

The first three iterates of the map with c = t are shown in Figure 2.8. 

The second iterate is found as follows: 

1 

X;+l 

o +-----4:....---i 
o 0.5 

X;+2 = 2xi+1 mod 1 

= 2(2xi modl)mod 1 

=4xjmodl. 

1 

xi+2 

0 
0 0.5 1 

Xi 

xi+3 

0 

Figure 2.8. The first three iterates of the dyadic map with c = t. 

0 0.5 
Xi 

1 

I 



Similarly, the third iterate is 

Xi+3 = 2Xi+2 mod 1 

= 2(4xi mOdl)mod 1 

= 23xi modl. 

Clearly, a general form for Xi+n is xi+n = 2n Xi modI. Written another way, 

0 < <-1. - Xi 2" 

-1.< <L 
2" - Xi 2" 

~< <1 2" - X i -

for j = 0, 1, ... , 2n -1. 

Then the autocovariance is 

1 

C(n) = f xgn(x)f.(x) dx-+ 

The correlation coefficient is 

o 

2"-1 /2" 1 
= L f x(2n x- j)dx --

[

j+V ] 

j=O j/ 4 
/2" 

2"-1[ j 1 ] 1 
= ~ 22n+1 + 3·22n - 4 

1 
=12.2n • 

1 
4 
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1 

r(n) = C(n) 12·2
n 

2-n • 

C(O) 1 
12 

Thus correlation of the mean-adjusted iterates (with c = t) decreases to 0 as 

n --700. This derivation provides evidence of the surprising result that iterates of a 

deterministic equation can become uncorrelated, despite having a fixed relationship 

between them. 

2.2.2 The Tent Map 

The tent map is defined by 

! 
x· 

Xi., = l~Xi 
l-c 

O<c<l 

and has the appearance shown in Figure 2.9. The tent map is mixing [6]. 

1 

o +--+----.... 
o c 1 i (iterate) 

Xi 

Figure 2.9. The tent map and a sample time series with c = 0.3 and Xo = 0.34. 

Invariant Density Function 

50 

The invariant density function of the tent map is the uniform density, J(x) = 1 for 

OS x S L This will be shown by finding the stationary density of the Frobenius-Perron 

operator. 
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The counterimage of the interval [O,x] is g-l ([0, x]) = [0, ex] U [1 + x(l- c), 1]. 

Then the Frobenius-Perron operator is 

d[a 1] 
Pf(x) = dx I f(u)du+ l+%l~;U)dU 

= cf(cx) + (1- e)f(1 + x(c -1). 

The stationary density for the operator is readily seen to be J(x) = 1. 

The Lyapunov Exponent 

The Lyapunov exponent for the tent map can be computed as (following [56]) 

1 N-l 

A. = lim - Llog2jg'(xJ/ 
N-+- N ;=0 

1 

= f log2 Ig'(x)lf(x)iU 
o 

ell 1 
=flog2- dx+flog2-- iU 

e l-e o c 

= -c log2 C - (1- e)log2(l- c). 

The Lyapunov exponent for the tent map is the same as that of the dyadic. In 

fact, it is clear from inspection that any measure preserving, piecewise linear map with 

two pieces will have this Lyapunov exponent, and therefore any such map will be 

chaotic for all 0 < c < 1. 

The Autocovariance 

The autocovariance of the tent map will be derived here, although it will not be 

used later. It is presented to help illustrate the stochastic nature of the tent map. To 

determine the autocovariance, a general fonn for iterates of the map must be found, and 

the mean is needed. The mean is 
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m= I xdx=-. 

o 2 

The first three iterates of the map are shown below for c = 0.3. 

o 0.3 1 o 1 

Xi 

Figure 2.10. The rrrst three iterates of the tent map with c = 0.3. 

The autocovariance will be derived for the case of c = t, i.e., 

{ 

2x. 

X;+1 = 2-~x; 

The second iterate is found as follows: 

_{ 2X;+1 
X;+2 - 2-2x. 

,+1 

Similarly, the third iterate is 

4X;+1 

2-4x;+1 

4X;+1 -2 

4-4x;+1 

O~x;~t 

t<x; ~l. 

0 < <1.. _x;+! - 2 

t<x;+! ~ 1 

O~X;+1 <t 
t~X;+1 <t 
t~X;+l <t 
t~X;+1 ~ 1 

o 
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8xj 

2-8xj 

8xj -2 
4-8xj 

8xj -4 
6-8xj 
8xj -6 
8-8xj 

The general fonn for Xi+n can be deduced as 

j = O. 1,···, 2n 
- I. 

Then the autocovariance is (matching the result in [46]) 

C(n) = R(n)-t 

[

i+1/ ] 2"-' /2" . 

= ~ J XC-I)i(2
n
X- 2lJ +lJ)dx -.!. 

J=O i/ 2 4 
/2" 

i+1/ 

2"-'[ ( 3 t· IJ)] /2" 1 = ~ (-1/ 2n~_x2 J+ _ __ 
J=O 3 2 j/ 4 

/2" 

= ~[(-l)j( ~ W;l)' -(1. n-lj
; IJ{e2:1)' -(1. nJ]-i 

-~'[C-I)j (.2 . 1 C2' l)lj + IJ)] 1 - £.J -2"- J + J+-- J+ -- --
j=O 2 3 2 4 

2

0

-'[ 1 ( -I lj+IJ)~ 1 = ~ 2;;- (-1)1-+ - --
FO 2 3 2 4 

n=O 

n:;t:O 

= ,1 SCn) 
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where 8 is the Kronecker delta function. Then the correlation coefficient is 

r(n) = ~~~~ = 8(n). Iterates of this map with c = t are uncorrelated, despite having a 

fIXed relationship between them. This derivation of the autocovariance, including the 

general form of the iterates, is original, although the resulting autocovariance appears 

in [46]. 

2.3 SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES 

The following table summarizes the pdfs, Lyapunov exponents, and 

autocorrelations derived in this chapter. The dyadic and tent maps will be used in the 

next chapter to generate binary pseudorandom sequences. 

" 
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Table 2.1. Summary of map characteristics. 

pdf Lyapunov correlation 
map exponent coefficient 

!*(x) il r(n) 

dyadic -clog2c 2·n 

~+:VL 
1 for c=t 

x· -(1-c)log2(1-c) 

x~,=! ~ Xi~C 

xi-c 
c<xi 

0 0 c 1 

I-c Xj 

, 
tent -clog2c o(n) 

~+:lQ 
1 for c=l. -(1-c)log2(1-c) 2 

r 
Xi~C 

x~,= l:X; 
C<Xi 00 c 1 

I-c Xj 

quadratic 

~+:u 
1 1 o(n) 

Xi+1 = 4xi(l- xJ n.Jx(1- x) 

o x. 1 
I 
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CHAPTER 3 

GENERA TING BINARY SEQUENCES FROM ONE DIMENSIONAL MAPS 

The chaotic nature of the maps studied in the last chapter motivates the question 

of whether there may be some application of these maps to the field of communications, 

where noise-like sequences are often used. The key features of chaotic time series, that 

they can be unpredictable and non periodic , could be exploited in those cases where 

secrecy or noise-like properties are desirable. This chapter explores one method of 

using chaotic equations to generate binary sequences, and finds some statistical 

properties of those sequences. In chapter 4, the sequences will be applied to radar, 

where pseudorandom codes are used, and where the unpredictable and nonperiodic 

nature of chaos can be used to advantage. 

Before describing the sequences, it should be noted that several approaches to 

creating chaotic binary sequences are possible. One is to use transformations which 

operate directly on bits, or symbols, rather than operating on real numbers from [0,1]. 

This is the field of symbolic dynamics [59]. The approach used in this paper, while 

perhaps not as direct as symbolic dynamics, is certainly easy to understand and, as will 

be seen, easy to implement. 

In another approach [60], the author suggests using nonlinear operations on bits 

to produce more secure pseudorandom sequences than the standard sequences produced 

by linear feedback shift registers. The author does not invoke chaos or ergodic theory. 

The principle advantage of the sequences in this work versus those of [60] is that those 

in this paper have a large body of supporting theory that is useful in selecting sequences 

with specific properties. 

I 
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The approach used in this work will be to quantize each iterate of a chaotic map 

to one bit. One can also imagine quantizing to two bits, or three bits, etc., but this paper 

will only use one bit and demonstrate the usefulness of this procedure. Whether this 

approach will offer benefits compared to the approaches described in the previous two 

paragraphs is not yet known, and will be the subject of future work. 

Before the sequences are introduced and some of their statistics derived, 

however, some remarks about ergodic theory and physical systems are needed. 

3.1 COMMENTS ON GENERATING CHAOTIC PSEUDORANDOM SEQUENCES 

For purposes of this work, long binary sequences with particular autocorrelation 

functions are desired. It will be necessary to generate the sequences using a circuit, and 

in particular, for convenience, a digital computer. One would like to use ergodic theory 

to predict the statistical behavior of these sequences. However, on first glance the 

theory appears to suffer a serious breakdown when the equations are iterated on a 

physical system, such as a circuit. As is well known, whenever a digital computer 

generates any time series by an equation of the form X;+l = g(x;), that time series will 

be periodic or will degenerate to some constant value and remain there [22]. It may 

have a period of several million iterations, but it will, nonetheless, be periodic. It has 

already been pointed out that chaotic time series are not pericdic, therefore it would 

appear that ergodic theory is not useful for describing these sequences. The following 

paragraphs discuss this issue and how it is resolved. 

The periodicity occurs because a computer has a finite word size. Suppose the 

digital computer word size is m, and that the computer operates on digits rather than 

bits. Then the computer can represent a total of only 10m different numbers. While 

iterating the equation X;+l = g(x), some value must be repeated during the first 10m + 1 

iterations [22]. A soon as a value is repeated, the sequence will continue to repeat. A 

, 
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period of 10m is the best that can be done; in general, depending on the form of 

Xi+1 = g(x), the period will be less than this. 

Perhaps, then, an analog computer would be a better choice. But here too, 

ergodic theory appears to break: down; the analog computer adds noise at each iteration, 

so the numbers generated by the analog computer will be different from those that 

would be generated by a noiseless, infinite word size digital computer. 

Luckily, these arguments do not invalidate the theory for physically generated 

sequences. There are both theoretical and experimental justifications for the use of 

ergodic theory to model these sequences [53]. 

The theoretical justification for the use of computers. whether digital or analog, 

to generate chaotic sequences is provided by the shadowing property of pseudo-orbits 

[59]. A pseudo-orbit can be thought of as a time series generated from a map which has 

a random perturbation applied at each iteration. The truncation or round-off error in a 

digital computer, and the noise in an analog computer, can be viewed as forms of this 

random perturbation. Then the Shadowing Lemma [61] states that every pseudo-orbit 

closely approximates a true time series. Guckenheimer and Holmes state [59]: 

This proposition implies that, while a computer may not calculate 
the orbit which you hope for, what it does find is nonetheless an 
approximation to some true orbit of the system. 

One can assume, therefore, that if the time series generated on a computer has a 

long enough period, one period of the series will have the pdf and autocorrelation 

derived using ergodic theory. 

On a digital computer, one must first try a set of initial conditions to find those 

with long periods, and catalog those initial conditions for later use. Then the shadowing 

lemma assures that those sequences will have the predicted statistical properties. On an 

analog computer, on the other hand, no cataloging is necessary; the random 

, 
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perturbation applied at each iteration by the noise in the computer prevents the sequence 

from ever being periodic or degenerating to a constant 

The experimental justification for the use of computers is provided by the 

sequences themselves. In the next chapter, sequences will be generated by digital 

computer and will be shown to have the autocorrelations predicted by theory. This is, at 

least for an engineer, the ultimate justification for the use of ergodic theory. 

As an example of the potential pitfall on a digital computer, recall the dyadic 

map with c = t, discussed in section 2.2.1: 

xj+! = 2xj mod 1. 

If the initial condition is expressed in binary notation, the map can be thought of 

as a shift left one bit, followed by dropping the most significant bit On a digital 

computer, any initial condition has a limited number of bits, so eventually all the bits 

will be shifted out, and all future iterates will be zero. The number of iterates required 

to arrive at zero depends on the exact hardware and software configuration performing 

the iteration, but for this example, using a Macintosh computer and iterating the 

equation in a spread sheet, the time series always goes to zero within 60 iterations. A 

sample time series is shown in Figure 3.1; this series goes to zero at the 54th iteration. 

Although the time series appears periodic prior to going to zero, it is not; otherwise it 

could not get to zero. 

Clearly c = t should be avoided when using the dyadic map. However, this 

value is singular; when c = t + 10-15
, for instance, the time series should have a longer 

period, if the computer is able to represent 10-15
• In the next chapter, the dyadic map 

will be iterated on a VAX with c = 0.50000001 and double precision; sequences as 

long as 100,000 bits did not repeat. In [53, p. 535], they state that in programming the 

quadratic equation with some initial conditions, the time series did not become periodic 

, 
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Figure 3.1. A sample time series of the dyadic map, X;+l = 2x; modI, with Xo = 0.31. 
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for the fIrst billion iterations. A good way to determine whether a particular c will lead 

to a short period is to simply try it, using the hardware and software that will ultimately 

be used in the application. 

The binary sequences will now be introduced. 

3.2 QUANTIZING THE ITERATES 

The iterates of the dyadic and tent maps will be quantized to provide the binary 

pseudorandom sequences that are sought. These maps were chosen in particular 

because they have uniform pdfs, making them simple to use. This is in contrast to the 

quadratic map, which, although continuous and therefore easy to iterate analytically, has 

a pdf i.(x) = .J I , which is more diffIcult to work with than the uniform 
1C xCI-x) 

density. 

The following sections will derive the pdfs and autocorrelations of the resulting 

sequences. Since sequences generated by this technique are ergodic [62], the pdfs and 

autocorrelations derived analytically can be used to predict the behavior of sequences 

generated by computer. Also, these binary sequences will be mixing as well as ergodic, 

, 
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because the tent and dyadic maps are exact [63]. Because of this. the autocorrelation 

will be known to approach 0 as the lag increases. 

The binary sequences will be composed of the two symbols. +1 and -I (binary 

in this case referring to the fact that only two symbols are used). The iterates of the 

map will be assigned a -lor + 1 as follows. using the same method as in [21]: 

{

-I 

Yi = +1 
(3.1) 

3.2.1 Probability Density Function 

The probability density function of the Yi of equation 3.1 will have the form 

/YI(Y) = P(Yi =-1)8(y+I)+ P(Yi =1)8(y-l) 

= p(o::; Xi < t)8(y+ I) + p(t::; Xi::; 1)8(y-I). 

where p(Yi = -1) is the probability that Yi = -1. and 8 is the Kronecker delta function. 

For both the tent and dyadic maps the pdf of Xi was shown in chapter 2 to be uniform. so 

the pdf of Yi for either of these maps is 

/YI (y) =t8(y+ 1) +t8(y-l) 

and therefore -1 and +1 are equiprobable. The pdf of Yi is invariant because the pdf of 

Xi is invariant The mean ofy;is t(-I)+t(I) = O. 

3.2.2 Autocorrelation 

In this section a general form for the autocorrelation of Yi of piecewise linear. 

measure preserving maps with two pieces will be derived. The derivation of this 

general form. as well as the specific autocorrelations that will be found for the dyadic 

and tent maps. is original work. Some work related to the autocorrelations of nonlinear 

pseudorandom sequences is mentioned in [64]. but no mention is made of chaos. 

, 
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There are four possible piecewise linear, measure preserving maps with two 

pieces. They are shown below. 

1 1 1 1 

X;+1 xi+l xi+l xi+l 

0 0 0 0 
0 c 1 0 c 1 0 c 0 c 

xi Xi X· I Xi 

The general form for the autocorrelation of Yi generated by any of these maps 

will be as follows: 

~(n) = E(YiYi+n) 

= (+l)(+l)p(Yi =+l,Y;+n = +1) + (-l)(-l)p(Yi =-I,Y;+n =-1) 

+ (-l)(+l)p(y; =-l,Y;+n = +1) + (+l)(-l)p(y; =+l,Y;+n =-1) 

Ry(n) is symmetric around n = 0, i.e., Ry(n) = RyC-n). Regardless of the map, 

whenn=O, 

R,,(O) = P(Yi = +l,y; = +1)+ p(y; = -1,y; = -1) 

- p(y; =-I,y; =+1)- P(Yi =+l'Yi =-1) 

=-t+-t-o-o 

=1. 

For n :# 0, each iteration of the map must be examined to determine the values of 

Yi and Yi+n, and the probabilities of each. Because the map of Xi+l versus Xi is measure 

preserving and made up of two pieces, the map of Xi+n versus Xi will consist of 2n line 

I 
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2" 

segments. where each segment maps an interval [aj.bj] to [0.1]. and U[aj.bj ] =[0.1]. 
j=l 

Since the autocorrelation is an integration over the unit interval. it will be a sum of 

contributions from each line segment Then one general line segment from the map of 

Xi+n versus Xi can be examined to draw conclusions for all values of n :¢:. 0 and all four 

maps of this type. 

Each segment can have positive or negative slope. depending on the map. as 

shown in Figure 3.2. 

1 

o a 
Xi 

; xi-a 
:Xi+n=--
; b-a 

o 
Xi 

Figure 3.2. The two possible generaIline segments. 

The values of Yi+n and Yi for each 

segment are needed to compute Ry(n). The 

value of Yi+n is assigned as shown in 

Figure 3.3. where one line segment (wiili 

positive slope) is shown. For lines with 

positive slope. Yi+n is a +1 when Xi+n is 

Yi+n=+1 

Yi+n =-1 

1 

1 
"2 

o ~'---~~--t- ..... Xi 
a+b 
2 

a b 

Figure 3.3. Assignment of Yi+n. 

greater than t. which will be true for 
a+b 
--< Xi < b. Y i+n is a -1 when Xi+n is less than t. which will be true for 

2 
a+b 

a < Xi < --. The value of Yi will depend on where a and b are relative to t. There 
2 

-I 
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are five cases, which are derived in detail in Appendix A. A summary of the various 

cases is shown in Table 3.1. 

Although these values of autocorrelation are simple to calculate, the values of a 

and b are not, in general. The maps of Xi+l vs. Xi used in this section divide the unit 

interval into two intervals, [O,c] and [e, 1]. (These intervals would more correctly be 

written [O,c] and (c,I], but the common endpoint c can be grouped with either interval 

without changing the results, so there will be no attempt to use the (,] notation.) Each 

of these is divided into two subintervals for the map of Xi+2 vs. Xi. Each iteration 

creates twice as many intervals as the previous iteration, so that after n iterations, there 

are 2n intervals. The autocorrelation must be computed for each interval that can 

contain t; because c is a variable, there are usually many of these. This will be 

illustrated with the example of the dyadic map, which will be used to derive a general 

fonn for the intervals. 

Table 3.1. Summary of autocorrelation of the binary variable y for n '# O. 

~(n) 

the line segment in [a,b] has the line segment in [a,b] has 
positive slope negative slope 

a=t 0 0 

1 b+a 1-2a -1 +2a a<-<--
2 2 

l_a+b 
'2--

2
- b-a a-b 

b+a 1 b -1 +2b 1-2b --<-< 2 2 

b=l. 0 0 
2 

, 
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Recall the form of the dyadic map: 

I
X. 

X
i
+

l 
= -:; 

xi-e 
1-e 

e< Xi ~ 1 
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X;+l 

O<e<l 

X; 

The intervals [O,c] and [c, 1] are used to compute R(l). The intervals defined by 

the map of Xi+2 versus Xi are needed to compute R(2). Therefore Xi+2 must be found as a 

function of Xi. 

I 
Xi+1 

C 
X i+2 = 

Xi+1 -c 
1-e 

Substituting for Xi+l yields 

e(l-c) 

Xi -c 
e(l-c) 

x i -2c+c2 

(1- C)2 

C<Xi+1 ~ 1 

c~ Xi <2c-c2 

2 _ 2 < <1 e e -Xi _ • 

The intervals for Xi+2 vs. Xi were found by substituting the equation for Xi+l into 

the equations 0 ~ Xi+l ~ c and c ~ Xj+l ~ 1, and solving for Xj. This suggests the 

following generalization for finding the intervals. Define 

X 
ho(x)=-, 

e 

x-e 
~(x)=-, 

I-e 

(3.2) 

~ -lew) = w(I-e) +c. 



Then the intervals in the map of Xi+2 versus Xi are: 

The intervals for the third iteration can similarly be found to be 

[120-1(120-1(0)).120 -1(120 -1 (c))]. 

[120 -1(~ -1 (0) ).120 -1(~ -1 (c))]. 

[~-1(12o-1 (0) ).~ -1(120 -1 (c) )]. 

[~-1(~ -1 (0) ).~ -1(~ -1 (c) )]. 

[120 -1 (120 -1 (c) ).120 -1( 120 -1(1))]. 

[120 -1 (~-1 (c) ).120 -1( ~ -1(1) )]. 

[~-I(ho-l(c)).~ -1(120-1(1))]. 
[~-1(~ -1(C)).~ -1(~ -1(1))]. 
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This process can be generalized to find the intervals of the map Xi+n versus Xi. 

but fIrst. in order to express the intervals more compactly. another definition will be 

used. Note the pattern of the subscripts in the intervals above. They are 

[00.00] 
[01.01] 
[10.10] 
[11.11] 

[00.00] 
[01.01] 
[10.10] 
[11.11]. 

which motivates the use of a binary expansion of an integer j: 

N 

. '" 2k ] = £.Jaj.k • a"k = 0 or 1. }. 

k=O 

where N is large enough to accommodate all the digits of j. When the integer j is 

incremented the coefficients change as shown: 

k 
321 0 

o 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 1 0 
3 0 0 1 1 
4 0 1 0 0 

etc. 

The coefficients aj,k can be used to subscript the h functions. j will be expanded 

into n - 1 bits. This allows the intervals of the map Xi+n versus Xi to be expressed as 
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(3.3) 

for n > 1. After finding these 2n intervals, the specific interval that contains t is then 

used to find RJ.n), via Table 3.1. 

Now that a general fonn of the autocorrelation has been found, it will be used to 

determine the autocorrelation for the quantized dyadic and tent maps. 

3.3 THE DYADIC MAP 

As usual, the dyadic map is defined as 

1 
Xi 

Xi+l = C 
Xi-C 

l-c 

and the y will be assigned as 

c< Xi ~ 1 

{

-I 

Yi= +1 

O<c<1 

.L< < 1 2 - Xi - • 

Two examples of quantized time series generated by this map are shown in 

Figure 3.4. The initial condition in each case is 0.67. The upper time series has c = 

0.51, while the lower has c = 0.2. Although these time series resemble random 

telegraph signals [54], they are not, because the point generation process of the chaotic 

signals is not Poisson. Note that in the series with c = 0.51, the bits appear less 

correlated than in the series with c = 0.2. This is, in fact, the case; the autocorrelation 

I 
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c=O.2 

y, .: ~ ~utluffi~JHRR:flliRflffiHm::: 

<~~ 
o i (iterate) 100 
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Figure 3.4. TlIDe series of the quantized dyadic map with two different values of c. -
The initial condition was 0.67. 

will be derived next, and it will be shown that the correlation increases as c moves away 

from t. 

The values of Ry(n) for n = 0, 1,2,3, and 4 will be derived as a function of c. 

Values of Ry(n) for large n become increasingly cumbersome to compute, so only some 

general statements about Ry(n) for large n will be made; fortunately these general 

statements are all that are needed to make good use of the sequences in later chapters. 

As stated at the beginning of the section on autocorrelation, Ry(O) = 1. Ryel) and all 

succeeding values will depend on c. 

Because of the form of the autocorrelations in Table 3.1, each half of each 

interval must be examined to determine if, with c ranging from 0 to 1, t can lie within 

the half interval. The autocorrelation will be plotted as a function of c after Ry(l) 

through Ry(4) are derived. 

The fIrst iteration of the map, shown at the beginning of this section, has four 

half · I [0 c] [c ] [1+C] [1+C] S· c 1 l+c 1 mterva s, '2' 2'c, c'-2-' and -2-,1. mce '2 < 2" and -2- > 2" for 

. [c] [1+C] all 0 < c < 1, only the two mtervals, 2'c and c'-2- are relevant. 

, 
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For E. < t < c (equivalent to t < C < 1), following Table 3.1 with a = 0 and b = 
2 

c, then Ry(I) =-1+2c. For c< t < 1 + c (equivalent to 0 < c <t), with a = c and b = 1, 
2 

Ry(I) = 1-2c . 

Therefore the autocorrelation for a lag of 1 is 

1\(1) = { 

1-2c 

-1+2c 

O<c<t 

t<c<1. 

The intervals were already computed in the previous section as 

Then (without presenting all the details of where t can lie relative to the 

endpoints of these intervals), using Table 3.1 the autocorrelation is 

2 

1-4c+2c2 2 ') 1 1 C => O<c<I-.1.. c-c- <-<-+c--
2 2 2 .J2 

-1+4c-2c2 3c c2 1 2 1 1< 3..JS ---<-<2c-c => -7z- c <z-T 2 2 2 

1-2c 
3c c2 

.l._..JS <c<l. c<l.<--- => 
2 2 2 2 2 - 2 

R,(2) = 
c c2 

-1+2c -+-<l.<c => l.<c<..JS _l. 
222 2 - 2 2 

2 

1-2c2 2 1 C C 
=> ..JS_l.<C<1 C <-<-+-

2 2 2 2 2 - 7z 

-1+2c2 c2 
..Jz S;c<l. _<l.<c2 

2 2 

R,(3) 

The intervals of Xi+3 versus Xi will be found first. Using equation 3.3, with ho 

and hI as defmed in equation 3.2, the intervals are: 

I 



[0,e3
], [e3,e2

], [e2 ,2e2 _e3
], [2e2 -e3,e], [e,e+e2 _e3

], 

[e+e2 
- e3,2e-e2

], [2e- e2 ,3e - 3e2 + e3
], [3e - 3e2 +e3 ,1]. 

Then, using Table 3.1, the autocorrelation is 

1 - 6e + 6e2 
- 2e3 O<e< 0.206 

-1+6c-6c2 +2e3 0.206 S e < 0.245 

1-4e+2e2 0.245 S e < 0.293 

-1+4e-2e2 0.293 S e < 0.347 

1-2e-2e2 +2e3 0.347 S e < 0.403 

-1+2c+2c2 -2c3 0.403 S c < 0.445 

1-2c 0.445Se<O.5 
R,(3) = 

-1+2e 0.5 S c < 0.555 

1-4c2 +2e3 0.555 S c < 0.597 

-1+4c2 -2c3 0.597 S c < 0.653 

1-2c2 0.653 S c < 0.707 

-1+2c2 0.707 S c < 0.755 

1-2c3 0.755 S e < 0.794 

-1+2c3 0.794S e< 1. 
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The intervals of Xi+4 versus Xj will be found first. Using equation 3.3, with ho 

and hI as defined in equation 3.2, the intervals are: 



[0,e
4

], [e
4
,e3

], [e\2e3 _e4
], [2e3 -e4 ,e2

], [e 2 ,e2 +e3 _e4
], [e 2 +e3 -e4 ,2e2 -e3], 

[2e
2 

- c3,3e2 
- 3e3 + e4

], [3e2 -3e3 + e4 ,e]' [c,e+ e3 _e4
], [e + e3 -e4 ,c+ e2 _ C3], 

[C+ e
2 

- e\e + 2e2 
- 3c3 + e4

], [C+ 2c2 
- 3e3 + e4,2e- e2

], [2c - e2 ,2e _ 2c3 + e4 ], 
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[2c - 2e
3 + c4

,3e - 3e2 + C 3
], [3e - 3e2 + e3,4e-6e2 + 4e3 

- e4
], [4e - 6e2 +4e3 _ e4 ,1]' 

Using Table 3.1, the autocorrelation is as shown below. Only half of the 

interval [0,1] is shown; because the autocorrelation is symmetric around c = t, the 

values for the interval [0,+] can be found by substituting l-e for e in the equations 

below. 

-1+2e 0.5 $ e < 0.528 

1- 6e2 + 6e3 
- 2e4 0.528 $ c < 0.550 

-1 + 6c2 
- 6e3 + 2e4 0.550 $ c < 0.574 

1-4e2 + 2e3 0.574$ c<0.597 

-1 + 4e2 -2e3 0.597 $ c < 0.618 

1-2e2 -2e3 +2e4 0.618 $ c < 0.637 

-1 + 2e2 + 2e3 
- 2e4 0.637 $ c < 0.671 

Ry(4) = 1-2e2 0.671 $ c < 0.707 

-1+2e2 0.707 $ c < 0.721 

1-4c3 +2e4 0.721 $ e < 0.734 

-1+4c3 -2e4 0.734 $ e < 0.765 

1-2e3 0.765 $ e < 0.794 

-1+2e3 0.794 $ e < 0.819 

1-2e4 0.819 $ e < 0.841 

-1+2e4 0.841$ e< 1. 
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The autocorrelation for lags of 1,2,3, and 4 is plotted in Figure 3.5 as a function 

of e. In Figure 3.6, the autocorrelation is plotted as a function of lag for several values 

of e. 

The autocorrelation displays many interesting properties. First, there is a 

relationship between the autocorrelation being zero for e = t and the Lyapunov 

exponent being one for e = t. As discussed in section 2.2.1, when the Lyapunov 

exponent is 1, one bit is lost per iteration; this means that each bit generated by the map 

is just the next bit in the binary expansion of the initial condition. It would be expected, 

therefore, that there would be zero correlation between the bits, since they are unrelated 

to each other. For n = 1, when e * t, the Lyapunov exponent is less than one, so that 

adjacent bits do, then, display some correlation. 

Second, the zeroes of RyCn) have an interesting property. For n = 2, the 

autocorrelation has three zeroes; these occur when t equals interval endpoints, or 

when e2 = t, e = t, and 2e - e2 = t. These are equivalent to e = .Jz, e = t, and 

e = 1- ~. For n = 3, the autocorrelation has 7 zeroes; the smallest and largest of these 

are e = b and e = 1 - b· In fact, for any n * 0, the largest and smallest zeroes will 

be e = :n and e = 1- ~. This is true because one interval will always be defined by 

= [e· e· ... . e . 0, e . e· ... . e· e] = [ 0, en], 

leading to a zero at en = t, or e = ~, while another interval will be defined by 
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Figure 3.5. Plot of the autocorrelation of the quantized dyadic map as a function of c. 
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Figure 3.6. Plot of the autocorrelation of the quantized dyadic map as a function of lag. 
- The envelope is shown rather than the discrete values to make the graph easier to 
interpret. The autocorrelations for several values of c are shown. 
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=[c(Cl-Cr-1 +(I-cr-2 + ... +(I-c)+I),I] 

= [e %(1- eli.1] = [1-(1- e)" .1]. 
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leading to a zero at I-(l-cf =t, or c=I--i-. Because lim+=1 and .lfi n~-::ti 

lim(l- n~) = 0, the largest and smallest zeroes approach 1 and 0 as n -7 00. 

n~- v2 

This property of the autocorrelation will allow the construction of binary 

sequences whose auto correlations can be forced to zero after some lag by appropriate 

selection of c. Specifically, for c = h, the autocorrelation will be 

I-I + 2cn = -1 + ~ = -1 + 21-'; 
R,(n) = 2i 

o n~i. 

O~n<i 

For instance, if c= ~, then Rf,9) = 1. RyCl) = 0.682, Ry(2) = 0.414, Ry(3) = 0.189, 

Ry(4) = O. The autocorrelation is plotted in Figure 3.7 for c equal to several roots of t. 
1 

This is, of course, strictly a theoretical result. A computer cannot represent c = 42 

exactly, but it can probably approximate it closely enough that the autocorrelation of 

computer generated sequences with c = h will be close to zero for n ~ i. 

Third, it can also be concluded that the autocorrelation never increases as n 

increases, regardless of c. This is because the maximum autocorrelation will always be 

(from Table 3.1) b - a. Since the intervals are always divided into two parts and 

therefore become smaller as n increments, b - a will always decrease with increasing n. 

Therefore lim~(n)=O for 0 < c < 1, consistent with the fact that the sequences are 
n~-

mixing. 
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Figure 3.7. The autocorrelation for the quantized dyadic map for c = h. - The 

envelope is shown rather than the discrete values to make the graph easier to interpret 
The innermost line is the autocorrelation for i = 1. the next line out is the 
autocorrelation for i = 2 •....• the outermost line is the autocorrelation for i = 10. 

3.4 THE TENT MAp 

Recall from chapter 2 the form of the tent map and its graph: 

1 

1 
x· 

x· 1 = -: 
.+ I-x. __ , 

I-c 

X,+l 

O<c<I 

o +--+---~ 
o c 1 

The binary assignment will be made as usual: 

{

-I 

Yi = +1 

" 
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The autocorrelation is derived in a similar fashion to that for the dyadic map 

above. The results are summarized below, and are followed by a plot. 
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Figure 3.8. Plot of the autocorrelation of the quantized tent map as a function of c. 

Unlike the dyadic map. this autocorrelation has negative values for some c. 

Once again. there is a relationship between the autocorrelation being zero for c = t and 

the Lyapunov exponent being one for c = t. just as for the dyadic map. When the 

Lyapunov exponent is 1. one bit is lost per iteration. It would be expected, therefore. 

that there would be zero correlation between the bits. since they are unrelated to each 

other. For n = 1. when c * t. the Lyapunov exponent is less than one, so that adjacent 

bits do display some correlation. 

The zeroes of the autocorrelation are somewhat different from those of the 

dyadic map. because the intervals are different. However. they both have roots of t as 

zeroes. For n = 2. the autocorrelation has two zeroes; these occur when t equals two 

of the interval endpoints, or when c2 = t and c = t . (Unlike the dyadic map, the third 

endpoint not equal to 0 or 1. i.e. l-c+c2• cannot equal t. and therefore does not affect 
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the autocorrelation.) These are equivalent to c = Jz and c = t. For n = 3, the 

autocorrelation has 5 zeroes; the largest of these is c = h. For any n, the largest zero 

will be at c = ~. This is true because one interval will always be defined by [O,en
], 

leading to a zero at en = t, or c = n~. Because lim n~ = I the largest zero 
~2 n~-~2 

approaches 1 as n --7 00. 

As with the dyadic map, it can also be concluded that the autocorrelation is 

always decreasing in amplitude as n increases, regardless of c, for the same reasons as 

the dyadic map. 

To summarize, this chapter developed chaotic binary sequences and found the 

auto correlations for those binary sequences generated by piecewise linear maps with 

two pieces. In the next chapter, these binary sequences will be used to modulate signals 

for radar purposes. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RADAR APPLICATIONS OF CHAOTIC CODES 

The chaotic binary sequences of the last chapter will now be applied to radar, 

where binary codes are used for pulse compression. Because the chaotic sequences are 

unpredictable and can be nonperiodic, these sequences can offer advantages over codes 

presently used for pulse compression. This chapter will describe these advantages, 

discuss how the chaotic sequences may be used in practice, and derive several 

characteristics of the sequences from a radar perspective. 

Radars have used binary sequences to encode carrier signals for decades [45], 

[65] - [69]. The sequences are pseudorandom; they have very specific properties and 

serve several purposes, which will be described. The encoding is done either by phase 

modulation of the carrier, or by using the code to select the carrier frequency. In the 

case of phase modulation, both binary and polyphase codes are used; polyphase codes 

have better perfonnance when there is a high velocity difference between the radar and 

the reflector [45], and therefore are more useful for certain applications, but binary 

codes are more widely used because they are easier to implement. In this paper, only 

binary phase modulation will be addressed. 

The following sections describe the purpose of pseudorandom coding of radar 

signals and what these purposes imply about desirable features of a code. This is 

followed by sections on how a chaotic sequence, such as one from chapter 3, exhibits 

those features. Some performance trade-offs are done, which lead to the conclusion that 

chaotic codes can provide better performance than codes presently used. 

A block diagram of a radar system with coding is shown in Figure 4.1. The 

pseudorandom code generator creates a sequence of +ls and -Is. These are multiplied 
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C REFLECTOR::> 

Figure 4.1. Block diagram of a radar system with binary phase modulation. 

with the sine wave carrier signal, resulting in a sine wave output with 1800 phase 

reversals whenever the code changes from a ±1 to a + 1. This encoded carrier signal is 

transmitted, reflected by some reflecting object, then received by the radar receiver. 

The receiver down-converts the signal to baseband, then the signal is correlated against 

the code. 

Codes in use now are of finite length, although some are hundreds of bits long. 

Generally the code is repeated as the radar continues to transmit, but sometimes it is 

followed by another, different code. The length of the code is much longer than the 

period of the carrier. Sample carrier, code, and encoded carrier signals are shown in 

Figure 4.2. Nonsinusoidal radars have also been developed [70], [71], and the 

sequences to be presented in this chapter could be used there in the same ways as in 

sinusoidal radars. Since sinusoidal radars are more prevalent, these will be used to 

demonstrate the use of chaotic sequences. The purpose of the encoding and the 

desirable properties of a code will be described next. 

CARRIER 

PSEUDORANDOM CODE 

ENCODED CARRIER 

Figure 4.2. Binary phase encoded carrier signal 
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4.1 PSEUDORANDOM CODING OF RADAR SIGNALS 

In radar, the technique of encoding a carrier is known as pulse compression. 

Pulse compression is done for several reasons, primarily to improve range resolution, 

but also to reduce the chances of detection by an enemy radar (called low probability of 

intercept, or LPI), and as an electronic counter counter measure (ECCM) [45], [65], 

[72]. Each of these is described in more detail below. This is followed by a brief 

description of codes presently used. 

4.1.1 Ranging 

In a pulsed radar, the range to a reflecting object is found by transmitting a pulse 

and measuring how long it takes the pulse to return from the reflector. The shorter the 

pulse, the better the range resolution [67], but a shorter pulse with the same peak power 

has less energy and therefore is less likely to detect the reflector than a longer pulse 

[73]. Encoding the pulse by dividing it into smaller subpulses, or chips, allows greater 

range resolution while maintaining the total energy output, and therefore maintaining 

the same probability of detection [45]. 

Each chip is one bit of the code. To determine the range, the received signal is 

correlated against time shifted copies of the code; the maximum correlation determines 

the time of arrival of the pulse, and therefore the range to the reflector. 

In continuous wave (CW) radars, no range measurements are possible without 

some form of modulation. The modulation can be phase, frequency, or amplitude 

modulation. With phase modulation, as in pulsed radars, the range is found by 

transmitting an encoded signal and correlating the received signal against time shifted 

copies of the code [45]. 

, 
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The accuracy of the range measurement will be affected by the chip duration 

and by the shape of the correlation function of the code. Therefore two desirable 

properties of a code are: 

L That it have many chips. In a pulsed radar, an entire code will generally be 

used to modulate a single pulse, so a code with many chips will have a short chip 

duration compared to a code with few chips. Thus the code with many chips will have 

greater range resolution. In a CW radar, if all the chips are fit into a fixed time period, a 

code with many chips will have a shorter chip duration than a code with few chips. 

Alternatively, if the chip duration is held fixed, then the code with more chips will not 

repeat as soon, and therefore will have a greater unambiguous range capability. 

2. That it have very small autocorrelation sidelobes. Small autocorrelation 

sidelobes are highly desirable for several reasons: they reduce the probability of false 

alarm; sidelobes can mask small signals received from other reflectors at different 

ranges; higher sidelobes allow more power from unwanted reflectors, such as the 

ground, to enter the radar. (Reflections from the ground or ocean are known as clutter.) 

This property is so important that the search for codes with minimal sidelobes is an 

ongoing field of research; some recent papers are [74] - [80]. 

4.1.2 Low Probability of Intercept 

Encoding a radar signal causes the transmitted spectrum to be spread over a 

broader band, and reduces the power density [81]. For these reasons, the encoded 

signal is more difficult to detect than a signal with the same average power but without 

encoding. The greater the spread, the more difficult it is to detect, hence radars with 

encoding have a lower probability of interception (LPI) by an enemy radar, compared to 

radars without encoding. 
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Encoded signals with short chip durations will have better LPI perfonnance than 

signals with longer chips, since they will have broader spectrums. In addition, a code 

with many chips will have a short chip duration relative to the pulse length, and so have 

a broader spectrum, than a code with few chips. Therefore, since longer codes allow 

shorter chips compared to short codes, longer codes can have better LPI perfonnance. 

4.1.3 ECCM 

In addition to improving range resolution, correlating an encoded signal also 

improves the signal to jammer ratio [45], [65]. Because a jamming signal is uncoded, it 

will be rejected in an amount proportional to the spectral spread caused by the code; 

this assumes, of course, that the jammer does not know the code. If the jammer knows 

the code, coding provides no ECCM advantage. Therefore a desirable code property is 

that it not repeat, so that a jammer cannot learn the code while the radar is operating. 

This property is usually neglected in order to use fixed codes with known 

autocorrelations. 

4.1.4 Binary Codes Presently in Use 

Many different types of codes have been devised. Their perfonnance is often 

rated in tenns of their autocorrelation functions, which is usually computed using a non

normalized form of the autocorrelation. This will be discussed in more detail later, 

when chaotic code performance is compared to known code performance. In the 

following paragraphs, when sidelobe amplitudes are mentioned, the nonnormalized 

fonn of the autocorrelation is the method of computation. 

Barker codes are one type of pseudorandom code presently in use [45], [65]. 

These codes have autocorrelation sidelobes with magnitude 0 or 1 only [82], which are 
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the smallest sidelobes possible. However, they are known to exist only up to length 13. 

No known code oflength greater than 13 has sidelobes less than 2 [45]. 

All possible codes up to length 48 have been searched to find those with the 

smallest peak sidelobes [83]. Those found are called minimum peak sidelobe codes. 

Their maximum sidelobes have amplitudes of 1, 2, or 3. Many longer codes with good 

pulse compression ratios have been found, some longer than 1000 bits [45], [84], [85]. 

As examples, one code with a length of 63 bits has a maximum sldelobe of 6, while 

another code with a length of 1023 bits has a maximum sidelobe of 29. 

Pseudonoise (PN) codes are also used. They have the following properties [45], 

[65], [81], [86], [87]: 

1. The number of +1s differs from the number of -Is by one or less. 
2. Half the runs have length 1, one quarter have length 2, one eighth have length 

3, and so on. 
3. When correlated with cyclic shifts of itself, the correlation is always -1 for lags 

different from 0, M, 2M, ... , where M is the length of the code. 

Because of the correlation property (number 3 above), PN codes are most useful 

in CW radars, where the code is transmitted continuously, back-to-back. PN codes are 

generated with linear feedback shift registers, and thus are easy to generate and decode, 

but the ratio of the peak to the largest sidelobe is always approximately ...fM for the 

non-cyclic autocorrelation [45]. 

Purely random binary sequences have been considered as models for pulse 

compression codes in [88], and the ambiguity function (which relates signal power as a 

function of both range and frequency shift) was derived for these purely random 

sequences. However, the sequences were considered only as a model in order to 

develop the ambiguity function, and were not considered as actual pulse compression 

codes. 
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Performance measures commonly used to compare codes will be introduced 

later, and several of the existing codes mentioned in the previous paragraphs will be 

compared to the chaotic sequences. 

4.2 CHAOTIC CODES 

One can immediately guess that the pseudorandom sequences derived in chapter 

3 might find good application as codes for radar pulse compression. These 

pseudorandom sequences will be called chaotic codes. In this work, only binary chaotic 

codes will be explored, but it should be mentioned that polyphase codes could also be 

derived from the one-dimensional maps by quantizing the iterates to more levels, and 

that polyphase codes are more useful in some radar applications than binary codes [67]. 

The remainder of this chapter will examine using the quantized output of either 

the dyadic or tent map as the bits of a pseudorandom code. The code could be used in 

either pulsed or CW radars. Such a code would have several advantages over existing 

codes, which are described in the next section. 

4.2.1 Advantages of Chaotic Codes 

The advantages of a chaotic code revolve around the two key features of a 

chaotic signal: its unpredictability and the fact that the code can be nonperiodic, if 

generated by an analog circuit, or have a very long period, if generated by a digital 

computer (the exact period being determined by the actual hardware, software, 

equation, and initial condition). Because the transmitter and receiver are collocated in a 

radar, an analog circuit can be used successfully in this application, and therefore the 

codes can be nonperiodic, if desired. Analog circuits that specifically implement the 

piecewise linear, two piece maps discussed in the previous two chapters are described in 

[14]. 
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Ran~in~ 

Chaotic codes can offer two advantages with respect to ranging: increased 

maximum range performance, and improved range resolution. The maximum range 

will be discussed first. 

Pulsed radars using a fixed code repeatedly must use one of two methods to 

determine the range of the reflector. In the first method, the radar transmits a pulse and 

waits for its return before transmitting another pulse (known as low pulse repetition 

frequency, or LPRF, because the transmission rate of the pulses is relatively slow by 

this method). The range is then found by measuring the round-trip time of the pulse. In 

the second method, the radar transmits another pulse before the first one has returned 

(known as medium or high pulse repetition frequency, MPRF or HPRF), causing the 

range measurement to be ambiguous, because the radar does not know which 

transmitted pulse caused the signal just received. The range can be resolved by 

transmitting at one PRF for a period of time, then switching to another PRF for another 

period of time. Higher PRFs are preferred to LPRF because operating at a higher PRF 

offers greater probability of detection, since the average transmitted power is higher 

[45]. 

CW radars that use a fixed code repeatedly will have an ambiguous range 

determined by the length of the code. The radar cannot know whether the received 

signal is from the signal just transmitted, or one transmitted during a previous period of 

the code. The length of the code strictly determines the unambiguous range of the 

radar. 

Chaotic codes can be nonperiodic, and therefore have no range ambiguities with 

either a pulsed or CW radar. An nonrepeating code allows the pulsed radar to operate at 

MPRF or HPRF without having to use multiple PRFs to resolve the range; the range 
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can be determined immediately by matching the code of the received signal to the 

transmitted pulse of the same code. A nonrepeating code allows a CW radar to have no 

range ambiguities. 

In addition, the chaotic code can offer better range resolution, because the chips 

of a chaotic code can be made as short as one likes. When the chips of a fixed code are 

shortened, the pulsewidth of a pulsed radar will be shortened as well, assuming all the 

bits of the code are used to modulate each pulse. Shortening the pulse reduces the 

average transmitted power, which in turn reduces the probability of detection. When 

the chips of a fIXed code used in a CW radar are shortened, the time until the code 

repeats will be decreased, reducing the maximum range performance. 

On the other hand, a chaotic code can have any number of chips, therefore the 

chip duration can be shortened without sacrificing probability of detection or range 

performance. 

Autocorrelation 

The quantized tent and dy?1ic maps of chapter 3 both have delta function 

autocorrelations for c = t. Although not physically realizable because correlation can 

only occur for a finite time, some signal processing techniques to be presented later 

allow the delta function autocorrelation to be approached very closely, even with a 

finite portion of the code. Therefore the chaotic codes offer a performance 

improvement over present codes which all have some sidelobes greater than zero; it 

should be mentioned, however, that by using a weighting network for sidelobe 

suppression [45], the autocorrelation sidelobes of a fixed code can be reduced. Some 

fixed codes can have their sidelobes suppressed almost to zero with modest amounts of 

hardware and small losses, but other codes do not respond well. On the other hand, by 

, 
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using some signal processing techniques, the chaotic codes have good sidelobe 

properties at all code lengths. 

Low Probability of Intercept 

As mentioned previously, the chips of a chaotic code can be made as short as 

one likes without sacrificing probability of detection or unambiguous range 

performance. Since shorter chips result in a broader spectrum and lower power spectral 

density, a chaotic code could offer better LPI performance than a fixed length code. 

ECCM 

A chaotic code offers ECCM advantages over a repeating code, because it is 

more difficult for an enemy radar to jam the signal simply by repeating back the code 

the jammer receives. By using chaotic maps to generate the code, and by using a 

different initial condition each time the radar is operated, it is possible to never repeat 

the code sequence. The ability of a jammer to learn the rule by which the sequence is 

generated is another matter, but a nonrepeating sequence will be more difficult to jam 

than a repeating sequence. The ability of the jammer to learn the rule by which the 

sequence is generated is an issue in the domain of cryptography and electronic counter 

measures, and will not be investigated in this work. 

Now that some potential advantages of chaotic codes have been described, 

methods of realizing these advantages will be presented. 

4.2.2 Implementing Chaotic Codes 

The chaotic binary sequences derived in chapter 3 are ergodic, so the 

autocorrelations and probability density functions derived there will be those of any 

single time series. However, these statistics will only be exactly true for an infinitely 
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long time series. Since correlation can only occur for a fmite time, finite portions of the 

code must be used. The approach detailed in the following paragraphs is for a pulsed 

radar. The CW case will not be addressed, although chaotic codes could be 

implemented there in a similar way. 

At the start of operation, an initial condition will be input to the map. The map 

will generate new iterates at some rate determined by a clock input Each iterate will be 

used to create a bit of the code. When left to run for an infinite time, the sequence of 

bits generated by the map will be {Yi}:O. This bit sequence will be broken into M bit 

{ }M-l { }2M-l {}M-l . I segments Yi i=O ' Yi i=M , ...• In a pulsed radar, Yi i=O WIll be used to modu ate the 

first transmitted pulse, {YJ:;l the second pulse, etc. Identify the codes as follows: 

C; = {Yi}:~r. C2 = {YJ:::-r. ... Ck = {YJ:~~l)M· Some number K of the codes will be 

stored for use in correlating the received signal; K will be a trade-off between amount 

of hardware and maximum range performance. This trade-off would be done at the 

time of the radar design. 

Figure 4.3 shows an example timing diagram of the transmitted and received 

signals. In this example, the range of the reflector is not yet known, and the sampling 

timing is not in a position to fully correlate the received signal. The timing must be 

adjusted to maximize the correlation. 

Assuming the radar has just transmitted the kth pulse with code C", then the next 

Ck_
I Ck Ck+1 

TRANSMTTED 

Ck- 2 
Ck_

1 Ck 

RECEIVED Wv Wv Wv 
SAMPUNG 

I " " I " " I II " 

Figure 4.3. An example of pulsed radar transmitted and received signals. - Phase 
reversals due to coding are not shown. 
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Figure 4.4. Block diagram of a radar system using a chaotic code. 
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received pulse will be correlated against C k, Ck-l> .•.. , and Ck-K+l. One of these, say Cj' 

will produce the greatest correlation peak. The range of the reflector can then be 

determined from the time the jth pulse was transmitted until the time the present 

received pulse arrived. If only one reflector is of interest, only one correlator output 

need be processed once the reflector is localized with the bank of correia tors. A block 

diagram of the system is shown in Figure 4.4. While the conceptual design of using 

several correlators in this way is not new [68], the use of chaotic codes for this purpose 

is original. 

This method still achieves all the benefits of the nonrepeating codes as discussed 

in the previous section. Unambiguous range performance can be achieved regardless of 

how the code is divided. The delta function autocorrelation can still be achieved, using 
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some signal processing techniques to be discussed later. The low probability of 

intercept performance is unaffected by dividing the code into M bit segments, and 

f"mally, since each M bit segment is different from every other, the ECCM benefits of a 

nonrepeating code are still achieved. 

One assumption implicit in this scenario is that the cross-correlation of codes Ck 

and q will be small. This is, in fact, the case, as will be shown after the code length M 

is discussed. 

The Code Length 

The choice of the length M of a code used for pulse compression will be 

influenced by many factors, such as pulsewidth, hardware capabilities, operating 

environment, etc. In the case of chaotic codes, the choice of M will also be influenced 

by the Illite autocorrelation of the code. Ideally, to maximize the benefits of the 

chaotic code for range resolution, LPI, and an autocorrelation with low sidelobes, as 

many chips as possible would be squeezed into the pulse, although hardware limitations 

will prevent the chip duration from being arbitrarily small. The improvement in range 

resolution and LPI will be discussed later, as !t~ese are a function of chip duration and 

not M. The autocorrelation, however, is directly related to M, so in this section, the 

number of iterates needed before the autocorrelation is approximately that predicted by 

the values of chapter 3 will be addressed. This will be done by finding the probability 

that the measured autocorrelation is within some amount of the predicted 

autocorrelation, as a function of the code length M. It is believed that this work is 

original, although it is possible that it has been done outside communications and radar. 

For a single code a finite time series of elements, {YJ:~l , where Yi = ±l, will be 

generated. The time autocorrelation of the series will be computed as 
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Define the random variable Zion = YiYi+n. Then the mean and variance of Zi,n are 

mean(Zi,n) = E(Zi,n) = E(YiYi+n) = ~(n), 

variance(z;,n) = E(z;,/) - E2(Zi,n) = E(Y/Yi+n2)- ~2(n) = 1- R/(n), 

where Ry(n) is the autocorrelation derived in chapter 3. Note that when n = 0, the 

variance is also 0, since the correlation in this case is just the product of the sequence 

with itself without shift. Therefore the following derivation only applies to n *" O. 

Next, the average value of Zi,n is another random variable, defined as 

1 M-n-l 1 N-l 

z" = M- L, z;,n = N L Zi,n' 
n i=O i=O 

where N = M - n. Note that zn is equal to RM(n). To help determine a good value of 

M, the probability that RM(n) is more than £ from Rj..n), i.e. 

will be found as a function of M. 

The pdf of RM(n) could be found with a great deal of tedious algebra, but by 

assuming that Zi,n and Zj,n are independent, the central limit theorem can be invoked; 

then the pdf of RM(n) can be assumed to be nonna!. Although Zi,n (= YiYi+n ) and Zj,n (= 

YjYj+n) are not independent when i andj are close to one another, the pdf of RM(n) is 

still approximately nonnal in this case. This will be confinned later by computing 

histograms of RM(n) for the quantized dyadic map for lags of 1 and 2 and showing that 

they are approximately nonnal. 

Proceeding with the independence assumption, by the central limit theorem 

RM(n) is a normally distributed random variable with mean and variance 

mean(RM(n)) = PR = mean(Zi,n) = Ry(n). (4.1) 
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. (R ( » 2 variance(Zi.n) l-R/(n) (4.2) vanance M n = CiR = N = N . 

Now the probability that RM(n) is more than £ from Ry(n) (valid for n * 0) can 

be found: 

P(/RM(n) - R,,(n)/ > e) = 1-P(-e < RM(n) - Ry(n) < e) 

= 1-P(R,,(n)- e < RM(n) < R,,(n) +e) 

f 1 -u-J1 
=1- exp R du 

R,(n)+£ ( ( )2) 
R,(n)-£ .../21& CiR 2~ 

=1- f --exp ~ duo 
UR 1 (2) 

R, (n)-£-PR ..J21& 2 
UR 

Since J1R = Ry(n) (from equation 4.1). this simplifies to 

£ 

(4.3) 

By using the complementary error function. defined as 

- 1 (2) Q(x) = [ .../21& exp -; du. 

equation 4.3 can be rewritten as 

(4.4) 

/I-R2(n) 
Substituting the standard deviation CiR = V ; from equation 4.2 into equation 

4.4 yields 

I 
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for n;!: O. (4.5) 

It is desirable that this probability P be small, therefore the operand of Q should 

be large. This in turn implies that N should be large, and ~l-R, 2 (n) should be small, 

so R/(n) should be near 1. R/(n) can be forced close to 1 by appropriate selection of c, 

but this choice of c is probably not best for most applications, since it forces iterates to 

be very highly correlated. Therefore the probability P should be controlled with N, 

allowing the choice of c to be determined by other criteria, which will be discussed 

later. Regardless of c, from chapter 3 it is known that R/(n) will be near zero once n is 

large enough, in which case the probability simplifies to 

Therefore M, not c, has the predominant influence for large lags. Good values 

for M will depend on the particular application. Some of the other factors involved in 

selecting M will be discussed in later sections, after other relevant parameters are 

derived and computed. 

Histogram of the Autocorrelation 

The central limit theorem was used in the last section to allow the use of a 

normal density for the pdf of the time autocorrelation of the binary sequences. An 

assumption of independence was made in order to use the central limit theorem. In this 

section that assumption will be numerically validated, by finding histogrrur.s of the 

autocorrelation for lags of 1 and 2 and showing that they are approximately normal. In 

addition, it will be shown that the means and variances of the numerically derived 

autocorrelations closely match the theoretical values derived in the previous section. 

All work was done on a VAX. in FORTRAN, using double precision. 

I 
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To begin, the dyadic map was used to generate an ensemble of 998 different 

binary time series of length M, each with a different initial condition. The 

autocorrelation for lags of I and 2 were found for each of the 998 time series, then 

histograms of the autocorrelations were found. No attempt was made to exclude time 

series that might be periodic, although the initial conditions Xo = 0, X() = I, and X() = c 

were avoided. Nine histograms were computed for each lag, one for each of three 

values of M and c. M was 100, 500, and 1000. The three values of c were c = 0.2, c = 

0.50000001, and c = 0.6. (0.50000001 was used rather than 0.5 to avoid degenerate 

time series.) The class sizes in the histograms were 0.01. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the 

results. 

Also shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are normal pdfs with the predicted means and 

variances, for comparison with the histograms. The predicted meatlS and variances are 

shown together with the computed means and variances for each plot. The predicted 
l-R/(n) 

values are from equations 4.1 and 4.2, which are Jl.R = R,(n) and 0"/ = , 
M-n 

where R,(n) was found in chapter 3. For the three values of c used to find the 

histograms, Ry(1) and R,(2) were as follows: 

c=0.2 
c = 0.5000000 1 
c=O.6 

Ry(1) 

1-2c=0.6 
-1 +2c=O 
-1 +2c=0.2 

R,(2) 

1 - 4c + 2c2 = 0.28 
-I +2c=0 
-I + 2c=0.2 

The histograms show a strong resemblance to normal pdfs, and there is a very 

close match between the predicted and computed means and variances. A lag of 1 was, 

of all n,least likely to have a normal distribution, because the elements in the sum are 

not independent But even this lag shows a resemblance to a normal distribution, as 

does a lag of 2. The resemblance is close enough that the use of the normal distribution 

should provide a good estimate for computing the probability in equation 4.5. 

, 
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Figure 4.5. Histograms of the computed autocorrelation for the quantized dyadic map 
for a lag of 1. - Histograms are shown in black, normal pdfs are shown in grey. Each 
column is a different va!ue of c, m::d each row is a different value of Iv!, as indicated. 
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Figure 4.6. Histograms of the computed autocorrelation for the quantized dyadic map 
for a lag of 2. - Histograms are shown in black, normal pdfs are shown in grey. Each 
column is a different value of c, and each row is a different value of M, as indicated. 
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Code Cross Correlation 

Recall that the cross correlation of codes would need to be small so that cross 

correlations could not be mistaken for autocorrelations, resulting in incorrect range 

measurements. The cross correlation of codes Cj and Ck will now be derived, where 

Cj = {Yi}::~~I)M and Ck = {Y;}:~~I)M· Later some numerical results will confirm the 

derivation. This derivation is original. 

C __ { .}(j+d)M-l Letting k = J. + d, d some integer * 0, rewrite code Ck as Y 
k I i=(j+d-l)M· 

Then the cross correlation of codes Cj and Ck can be defined as 

1 jM-n-l 
Rj,k(n) = M- LYiYi+dM+n. 

n i=(j-l)M 

The expected value of Rj,k(n) is 

1 jM-n-l 
=-- LR,(dM+n) 

M - n i=(j-l)M 

=R,(dM+n). 

As discussed in chapter 3, RyCn) tends to zero as n increases, and therefore 

RyCdM + n) will tend to zero much faster. Therefore the cross correlation of codes 

should be very small, and unlikely to be mistaken for an autocorrelation of a code with 

itself. Increasing M should lower the cross correlation. Cross correlations will be 

computed for the quantized dyadic map in a later section. 

If only one reflector is of interest, once that reflector is localized with the bank 

of correlators, only one correlator output need be processed, and the cross correlation is 

no longer important 

, 
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Effects of Doppler 

The discussion on implementing chaotic codes, which until this point considered 

code length and its effects on the auto- and cross correlation, will be concluded with a 

brief caveat on code length. Although longer codes are better from the perspective of 

improved correlations, some limitations on the length may be needed depending on the 

operating environment. This limitation is true for all binary codes [67], not just chaotic 

binary codes. 

A velocity difference between the radar and the reflector will cause the received 

signal to have a Doppler shift [45], which can greatly impact the ability of a radar to 

correlate the signaL The received signal will not be at DC after being down-converted 

to baseband, but will be at some frequency proportional to the velocity difference. 

When the Doppler shift is large enough to cause a full 3600 of phase change across the 

pulse, correlation will not occur, because some of the chips of the received signal will 

have a reversed polarity [67]. Given a particular Doppler shift, longer pulses will be 

less able to correlate than shorter pulses, because more phase change will occur over the 

pulse. 

One of two approaches to this problem are possible. First, for some operating 

environments it can be assumed that the velocity difference is low enough that the 

phase change during a pulse does not cause significant losses. This limit can be met by 

requiring that the pulse duration MT be much less than t of the period of the Doppler 
Ii 

frequency fd =-, or [45] 
2v 

2vMT 1 ---«
Ii 4' 

where v = rate of change of distance between the radar and the reflector, 
M = the number of chips in the code, 
T = the chip duration, and 
Ii = the transmitted wavelength. 

I 
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Second, if the operating environment is such that the phase change is significant 

dUIing the pulse, then the signal may need to be Doppler compensated prior to 

correlation, through the use of a bank of Doppler matched filters [67], [68]. As 

mentioned, these restrictions apply to any binary code, not just chaotic codes, but need 

to be borne in mind by the radar designer when considering code length, pulse length, 

and chip duration. 

Now that some implementation details have been described, some of the 

performance enhancements possible with chaotic codes will be derived, beginning with 

improved ranging. This is followed by a discussion of LPI improvements, and fmally 

some parameters used to compare codes will be introduced and derived. Later some of 

these quantities will be found for the specific case of dyadic chaotic codes. 

4.2.3 Ranging 

It has already been demonstrated that chaotic codes can provide unambiguous 

range performance, as long as enough previous codes can be stored for correlation. 

Chaotic codes can also provide improved range accuracy. The range is viewed as a 

random variable with some standard deviation. One standard deviation is considered 

the range accuracy, and is equal to [73] 

cT 
(J' =---,== 

R 4{S!N 

where c = velocity of propagation (not to be confused with the map parameter c) 
T = chip duration, and 
SIN = the signal to noise ratio. 

This standard deviation of the range is reduced when the chip duration is 

reduced. Since a chaotic code can have as short a chip duration as one likes, it can have 

, 
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improved range accuracy compared to a fixed code, which cannot have its chips 

shortened as much without sacrificing pulsewidth or maximum range capability. 

4.2.4 Low Probability of Intercept 

Since a broader spectrum improves the LPI performance, this discussion begins 

with a derivation of the power spectral density (PSD) of the encoded carrier, such as the 

one shown in Figure 4.2. The general form of the PSD is not original. 

The derivation will start with finding the power spectral density of the two level 

waveform output by the pseudorandom code generator, such as the waveforms shown in 

Figure 3.4, shown again below. These are iterates of the dyadic map for two different 

values of c. 

c=O.Sl 

c=O.2 

)« ~ ~HJ~~JlFR:fHdFffifRd1fR:: 
)V)_: ~ :rFH '''''' 'tflfcFbffiR::R: 

This waveform will be defined as a sum of the products of Yi and a pulse 

waveform pet), where Yi is ail output from the quantized map and pet) is defined as 

p(t) 

1 -

P(t)={~ 
_I.. < t< I.. 

2 - 2 

otherwise -L 0 L 
2 2 

T is the chip duration. Then the waveform will be defined as 

y(t) = LYiP(t-iT). 
i=--

, 



The power spectral density of yet) is then [89] 

where P(f) is the Fourier transform of pet), equal to 

P(f) sin(1ifT) Tsinc(fl'), 
1if 

and Ry(n) is the autocorrelation of the Yi. Substituting Pif) into equation 4.6 yields 

n=--

Since RyCn) = Ry(-n), this can be rewritten as 

S, (f) = Tsinc' (jT) [1+ t. R,. (n) (ei''''T + e -i'".T) ] 

= Tsinc' (jT) [1 + t. R,. (n)( 2 cos 21!fi2 T) } 

89 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

With any of the maps studied in chapter 3, when c = t, RyCn) is 1 for n = 0 and 0 

otherwise. In this case, the power spectral density of the chaotic code generator output 

is just Sy (f) = Tsinc2 (fT). When c is not t, the autocorrelation has nonzero values for 

n ¢ 0, which has the affect of narrowing the mainlobe of Sy(f). Sy(f) will be plotted 

for the dyadic map with different values of c in a later section. 

When the code waveform is mixed with a sine wave carrier, the resulting 

transmitted power spectral density Str (f) is [90] 

where fe is the frequency of the carrier. Mixing with a carrier places copies of the 

power spectral density of the code waveform at fe and -fe' and multiplies their 
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amplitudes by i. This is the form of the power spectral density of a CW radar; for a 

pulsed radar, this equation forms the envelope to a line spectrum, with the lines spaced 

at integer multiples of the pulse frequency [90]. 

It is common to define the bandwidth of the signal as the width of the mainlobe 

of the PSD [91]. The nulls of the PSD define the width of the mainlobe, and since a 

sinc function has nulls at Ie ± !, the mainlobe of the PSD of equation 4.7 has a width 
T 

of ~. Therefore when the chip duration T is shortened, the spectrum is broadened. A 
T 

specific spectrum will be derived for the quantized dyadic map in a later section, where 

the effect of the chip duration will be more obvious. For now, however, it will be stated 

once more that a chaotic code allows the chip duration to be shorter without sacrificing 

puIsewidth or range performance, and therefore a chaotic code can allow a radar to have 

a broader and lower spectrum, and hence improved LPI performance compared to a 

fIXed code. 

4.2.5 Autocorrelation Performance Measures 

This section will derive some parameters which are functions of the 

autocorrelation for chaotic codes. Later, these parameters will be computed for 

sequences generated by the dyadic map, and will be compared to existing codes. 

Until now, the computed autocorrelation has been defined as 
1 M-n-l 

RM(n) = -- LYiYi+n' This form was used so that the computed autocorrelation 
M-n i=O 

could be accurately compared to the predicted autocorrelation; RM(n) is an unbiased 

estimate of Ry(n). In the radar literature, however, code performance is judged using a 

nonnormalized form of the autocorrelation, i.e. 

M-I 

PM(n) = LYiYi+n' 
i=O 

(4.8) 
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A nonnonnalized fonn is used because when the range of the reflector is unknown, the 

value of the lag n is unknown; only relative values of n are known. Once the range is 

determined, a nonnalized autocorrelation can be used, although generally it is not 

Because the code is only M bits long, Yi+n = 0 for i + n > M - 1, so the 

nonnonnalized autocorrelation can be summed up to M - n - 1 rather than M - 1: 

M-n-l 

PM(n) = LYiYi+n 
i=O 

Then RM(n) and PM(n) are related as 

PM(O) is called the range mainlobe, or just mainlobe, and each PM(n) for n > 0 is 

a range sidelobe. Code performance is usually judged by two parameters, the peak 

sidelobe level (PSL) and the integrated sidelobe level (ISL), which are defmed as [45] 

PSL = 1010g[...:.:~=:OX:....P.."...M_2_(n_)] 
PM2

(O) 

Base 10 logarithms will be used whenever the PSL and ISL are computed. 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

The PSL is a decibel measure of the ratio of the largest sidelobe to the mainlobe. 

Codes with low PSLs are better to prevent masking small reflectors. When a code has 

large sidelobes, and a sidelobe from a large reflector appears at the same range as the 

mainlobe of a small reflector, the small reflector may not be visible to the radar. For 

this reason, low sidelobes, reflected in a low PSL, are desirable. 

The ISL is a decibel measure of the ratio of the sum of all the sidelobes to the 

mainlobe. A low ISL, although not as important as the PSL, is good for minimizing the 

amount of clutter power that enters the radar [45]. This is important if there is leakage 
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between correlators, which can cause clutter at one range to interfere with reflections 

from more interesting objects at another range. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, many researchers have 

investigated codes with low peak and integrated sidelobe levels. Generally a radar 

designer will select a known good code or set of codes for use. M bits of a chaotic code 

will most likely have worse PSLs and ISLs than a fIxed M bit minimum peak sidelohe 

code, unless by chance the map generates the fixed code. So if code performance were 

judged strictly on PSL and ISL (and not on ranging, low probability of intercept, or 

ECCM properties as well), the M bit chaotic code would be undesirable. However, the 

chaotic code has the potential to have a delta function autocorrelation, and therefore has 

the potential to out-perform the fIxed code. To exploit this possibility, two approaches 

are possible. 

First, the M bit fIxed code could be replaced with a much longer chaotic code. 

If possible, the chaotic code would be long enough so that its PSL and ISL surpassed 

those of the rlXed code. There are some penalties to this approach, which may outweigh 

its benefIts in some cases. One can be caused by Doppler shift; if the Doppler shift is 

large enough to cause a significant phase change over the code, no correlation will 

occur. Longer codes are more susceptible to this problem compared to shorter codes 

with the same chip duration, so longer codes would be more likely to require a bank of 

Doppler matched fllters. Another problem with a long code is that more correlation 

hardware is required. If the cost of the Doppler filters and correlation hardware is 

acceptable, this approach may be best. 

Another approach to exploiting the potential delta function autocorrelation 

would use a signal processing technique that is already commonly used for improving 

the signal to noise ratio, called post-detection integration. The purpose of post-

, 
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detection integration, or PDI, is to improve the signal to noise ratio by averaging the 

correlation of several successive pulses [65], [73], [92], [93]. Figure 4.7 shows a block 

diagram of the system. Since noise samples are independent, the PDI reduces the noise 

power compared to the signal. With chaotic codes, the PDI provides the added benefit 

of lowering the autocorrelation sidelobes as well. Typical numbt.:c of pulses averaged 

are,2 to 1000 [65], [73], [92], [93]. 

Averaging several autocorrelations preserves the peak to sidelobe ratio with a 

standard pseudorandom code, since the autocorrelation remains unchanged from one 

pulse to the next. With a chaotic code, however, the correlation sidelobes change with 

each pulse. When several are averaged, the sidelobes will average to their predicted 

values. 

The next sections examine the potential benefits of increasing the code length 

and of PDI. Different forms of PDI are discussed in the literature [65], [73], [92], [93]. 

Two forms of PDI will be defined here. In the first case, it will be assumed that the 

Doppler shift from one pulse to the next is large enough so that the phase of the 

returning signal is a random parameter, but fixed for the duration of the pulse. In the 

second case, it will be assumed that the Doppler shift is compensated for prior to the 

correlation, or that the pulse-to-pulse shift is small enough to be neglected. It will be 

shown that the second PDI yields a more satisfactory result than either just increasing 

the code length or the first form of PDI. The results are summarized in a table at the 

end of the discussion. 

Figure 4.7. Block diagram of receiver using post-detection integration. 

I 
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In order to compare methods, the PSL and ISL for chaotic codes will be 

estimated as follows: 

[
maxE(p/(n))] 

PSL"s, = 10l0g n .. O ( 2 ) 
E PM (0) 

The subscripts est will be dropped when the context is clear. While it is likely that a 

better estimate for PSL would result from using E(maxPM
2Cn)) rather than 

noOO 

maxE(PM2 (n)), the latter form is much more simple to compute, and therefore will be 
n .. O 

used as a first approximation. 

Increasing the Code Length 

To determine the affect of increasing the code length on the PSL and ISL, the 

mean and variance of PM2 (n) will be found, then the mean will be substituted into the 

equations for PSL and ISL to find estimates of these parameters. The variance will be 

found simply to compare to the PDI I case derived later, since the PSL and ISL for the 

PDI 1 will tum out to be the same as those that will be derived below for increasing 

code length, but the variances will be different 

The mean and variance of PM2(n) are 

and 

variance(PM2 Cn)) = E(PM 4(n))-E2 (PM2 Cn)) 

= E(CM _n)4 RM 4Cn»)-(M _n)4( 0/ + Ji./)2 

I 
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=(M -nt(20/ +4(j/J1/), 

where the fact that RM(n) is nonnal (shown in a previous section) has been used to fmd 

E(RM4(n»). Substituting the mean and variance of RM(n), J1R =~(n) and 

l-R/(n) (j/ (equations 4.1 and 4.2), yields 
M-n 

(4.11) 

[ (1_~2(n»)2 (I-R/(n») ] 
variance(PM

2
(n»)=(M-n)42 M-n +4 M-n R/(n). (4.12) 

To accurately compare fixed codes to chaotic codes, the value of c = t will be 

used; this way the chaotic code sidelobes are predicted to be zero. (Values of c other 

than t may be used in specific cases when the PSL and ISL are not as important. This 

will be discussed in a later section.) When the map generating the sequence uses c = t, 
~(n) is 1 for n = 0 and 0 for n :;C O. Substituting these values into equations 4.11 and 

4.12 yields 

n = 0 ~ R, (0) = 1 

n :;CO~ Ry(n) =0 

n = 0 ~ R, (0) = 1 

n;t:O~R,(n)=O 

If the mean values are substituted into the PSL and ISL, the resulting estimated PSL and 

ISLare 

PSL = 1010g no.O = 1010g n .. O = 1010g--
[

ma:x.PM2(n)] [ma:x.(M-n)] M-l 
PM2(0) M2 M2 

(4.13) 

and 
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(4.14) 

Increasing the code length M has the effect of reducing the PSL but increasing 

the ISL. These estimated values will be compared to actual values for the dyadic map, 

and will be compared to known fixed codes, in a later section. First, however, the 

effects of post-detection integration will be presented. 

Post-Detection Integration 1 

For this IIrst fonn of post-detection integration, it is assumed that the pulse-to

pulse phase change caused by Doppler shifts is not compensated for prior to the PDI. It 

is also assumed that the code is short enough relative to the Doppler period that the 

phase change during a pulse can be neglected. 

The pulse-to-pulse phase can be assumed to be uniformly distributed between 

-1t and +1t [92]; when a signal with a random phase is correlated against a fixed phase 

signal, the result is autocorrelations whose amplitudes vary from -1 to 1. If these were 

averaged, no correlation would occur, because there would be an equal number of 

positive and negative correlations. Therefore the autocorrelations will be squared 

before they are averaged. The square root will be taken after the averaging to normalize 

the output so that the results can be compared to results for known codes. The PDI 

operation then consists of squaring the input, averaging several squared inputs, then 

taking the square root of the average, as shown in Figure 4.8. The next paragraphs will 

quantify the affect of this PDI on the PSL and ISL. 

I 
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POST DETECTION INTEGRATION 

Figure 4.8. Block diagram of system using PDI 1. 

Assume that the received signal has a Doppler frequency fd' Since the 

transmission times are not synchronous with the Doppler period. the phase 8 of the 

received signal during a single pulse can be assumed to be random. as shown 

graphically in Figure 4.9. 

The phase 8 has a pdf of 

1 
1(8)=-

27C 
-7C<8<7C. 

The amplitude of a received pulse will then be 

a=sin8. 

Because 8 is uniformly distributed. a has pdf [54] 

1 
I(a) = r.:--:i 

7C"J 1-a-
-1<a<1. 

M-n-l 
The autocorrelation of the jth received pulse. equal to PM.j(n) = LYi.jYi+n,j 

i=O 

... ····0 D······ .' 

·············n·· - .... , 

·0 
t 

pulse k-l pulsek pulsek+l 

Figure 4.9. Received pulses after mixing to baseband. - Phase reversals due to 
coding are not shown. The dashed line is the envelope. sin(27ifdt). The pulses are the 
input to the correlators. 

, 
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without a random phase component, will be modified by the random phase to become 

M-n-l M-n-l 
l:ajYi,jYi+n,j = aj l>i,jYi+n,j = ajPM,j(n) = aj(M -n)RM,/n), 
~o ~o 

where those Yi corresponding to the received pulse have a random amplitude aj = sin ej • 

The POI input is then a sequence of P autocorrelations, ~PM,1 (n), a;.PM,2 (n), ... , 

apPM,p(n). The POI will square, average, and then take the square root of the P 

autocorrelations, resulting in the POI output of 

1 f 2 2 (M _n)2 f 2 2 
TM,p(n) = - £..aj PM,j (n) = £..aj RM,j (n). 

P j=1 P j=1 

The PSL and ISL can now be estimated using the POI output: 

1 f 2 2 

[ 

2( )] max-£..aj PM,j (n) maxTM,P n n..o P j=1 
PSL=lOlog n..o? =lOlog ----;~----

r -(0) 1 IP 
2 2) M,P - a. PM· (0 P I ,I 

j=l 

(4.15) 

and 

1 f 2 2 

[ 

M-l T 2(n)] M-l p~aj PM,j (n) 
ISL=lOlog 2L M,P2 =lOlog 2I-l....;/~;:..1 ----

n=1 TM,p (0) n=l _ '" a.2p .2(0) 
p£.. I M,I 

j=l 

(4.16) 

For a ['lXed code, PM/n) is independent ofj. In this case the estimated PSL and 

ISL reduce to 

max(fa/PM,/(n)] 
n .. O j=l 

PSL = 1010g ----'-'--;;P--~ 

M
2Ia/ 

j=l 

I 



and 

= 10 log 
(~!"PM2(n))(~a;' ) 

p 

p 

M 2 .I,aj
2 

j=1 

M_I.I,a/PM./(n) 
p 

M_1PM
2
(n).I,a/ 

ISL = 1Oiog 2.L j=1 P 

n=1 M 2.I,a/ 
= 10 log 2.I, /=1 

n=1 M 2.I,a/ 
j=1 j=1 
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which are the same values as before the POI (equations 4.9 and 4.10). Therefore the 

PDI does not change the PSL or ISL for a fixed code. This will allow the PSLs and 

ISLs reported in the literature, which are pre-POI values, to be directly compared to 

chaotic codes after PDI. 

To find the effects of this POI on a chaotic code, the mean and variance of 

TM./(n) will be found. The mean will be used in the PSL and ISL to estimate these 

parameters for chaotic codes. The variance will be derived to compare to the previous 

case of simply increasing the code length. Later the PSL and ISL will be computed for 

the dyadic map, and will be shown to be close to the estimated values. 

First the mean and variance of the product a/ RM./(n) will be found. The mean 

of a/RM./(n) is 

, 

I 
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where the fact that aj 
2 and RM,j 2 (n) are independent has been used, and where 

1-R/(n) 1-R/(n) 
(equations 4.1 and 4.2) PR = R,(n) and a/ = = . The variance of 

N M-n 

variance( aj 
2 
RM.j 

2 
(n») = E( aj 

4 
RM,j 4 (n») - [E( aj 

2 RM.j 
2 (n») r 

70' 4 7a 2p 2 J1. 4 = _R_+ R R +_R_. 
8 4 8 

Here the fact that RM.j(n) is normal has been used to find E(RM./(n»). 

Since a/RM./(n) and a/ RM/(n) are independent, TM./(n), which is equal to 
(M-n)2 p 

..!...--~La/RM/(n), has mean and variance 
P j=l 

and 

. ( 2) 4 variance(a/RM/(n») 
vanance TM •P (n) =(M -n) . P 

Substituting the mean and variance of RM(n) yields 

-I 
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mean(rM.p2(n)) (M-n)2[1-R/(n) 2 J 
2 -M--"--n- + R, (n) 

(M-n)2[_1_+R,2(n).(1 __ 1 )] 
2 M-n M-n 

and 

variance( r M.P 
2 (n) ) .:.....(M_-_n..:.....t[7..(1-R/(n))2 + 7(1-R/(n))R/(n)+ R/(n)]. 

P 8 M-n 4 M-n 8 

As before, to accurately compare fixed codes to chaotic codes, the value of c = 
t will be used. When the map generating the sequence uses c = t, Ry(n) is 1 for n = 0 

and 0 for n:¢: O. Substituting these values into the mean and variance of rM/(n) yields 

M2 
n=O -

mean(rM/(n)) = 
2 

M-n -- n:;t:O 
2 

M4 
n=O 

variance(rM./(n)) = 
8P 

7(M _n)2 
n:¢:O 

8P 

If the mean values of rM/(n) shown above are substituted into the PSL and ISL 

(equations 4.15 and 4.16), the resulting estimated PSL and ISL are 

[ 

M-n] max--
moO M-l 

PSL = 10 log ~' 2 
= IOlog""M' 

and 

, 



[ 

M-l ~] [ 2 M-l ] 
ISL=lOlog 2~ ~' =lOlog M' ~(M -n) 

=IOIOg[~,( M(M-l) M';M)] 

= 1010g[ ~, ((M' -M)- (M'; M))] 

[ 
2 M2 -M] = 10 log -._--

M2 2 

M-J 
=1Olog--. 

M 
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Although P does not appear in these equations for PSL and ISL, it has the effect 

of reducing the variance of the POI output, because the variance derived above is a 

function of.!.. Therefore when P is larger, the computed POI output is more likely to 
P 

be near the predicted mean values shown above. 

The estimated PSL and ISL for POI 1 are the same as when there is no POI (see 

equations 4.13 and 4.14), so the squaring of the autocorrelations canceled the benefit of 

summing several autocorrelations. However, the variance of the PDI output is smaller, 

so the PSL and ISL are more likely to be the estimated values for the PDI output than 

for the case of no POI. 

Post-Detection Integration 2 

For this derivation, it will be assumed that the phase does not change from pulse 

to pulse, either because the Doppler shift is small or because the signal has been 

Doppler compensated. In this case, the autocorrelations do not need to be squared 

I 
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before they are averaged. The PDI operation will consist simply of averaging P 

autocorrelations. so that the PDI output is 

Substituting this into the PSL and ISL yields 

[ 
2] max(..!. iPM j(n)J

2 

maxr M P (n) notO P "-I ' 

PSL = 10 log n .. ; M,/(O) = 10 log ( 1 ..f'- J2 
p£.,.PM,j(O) 

L \ & j=1 J 

= lOlOg[~max(.!.. i PM,j(n)J

2

] 
M n .. O P j=1 

and 

( 

P J2 1 
M-I 2 M-I P ~PM,j(n) 

ISL = 10 10g[2 L r M,P (n)] = 10 log 2 L ,=1 2 

n=1 rM./(O) n=1 (1 ..f J 
pf;tPM,j(O) 

[ ( J
2] 2 M-I 1 P 

=1010g-2 L -LPM,j(n) . 
M n=1 P j=1 

For a fixed code. PM,j(n) is independent of j. In this case the PSL and ISL 

reduce to 

PSL = 1010g[~max(.!.. i PM,j(n)J

2

] = lOl0g[~maxPM 2 (n)] 
M n .. O P j=1 M n .. O 

and 

I 
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[ ( J
2] 2 M-l 1 P 2 M-l 

ISL = 10 log -2 L - LPM.jCn) = 1OIog[-2 LPM2cn)], 
M n=l P j=l M n=l 

which are the same values as before the PDI. This will allow the PSLs and ISLs of 

fIxed codes to be directly compared to chaotic code PSLs and ISLs after PDI. 

To fmd the effects of this PDI on a chaotic code, the mean of rM./(n) will be 

found, then substituted in the PSL and ISL to estimate these parameters for chaotic 

codes. 

The mean is 

=( M ;n)2 (Cp2 _ P)J1R2 + p( (jR2 + J1R2)) = (M ;n)2 ((jR2 + PJ1R2). 

Substituting the mean and variance of RyCn) yields 

When c = t, Ry(n) is 1 for n = 0 and 0 for n :;c O. Therefore the mean of 

rM./Cn) for c = t is 

-I 
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n=O 

When these mean values are substituted into the PSL and ISL, the resulting 

estimated PSL and ISL are 

and 

[ 
M-nl M-l-- 2 M-l 

ISL=1010g 2L P2 =1010g[--2 LM-n] 
n=l M PM n=l 

= 10 IOg[_2_(M(M -1) M(M -l))J = 10 log M -1 . 
PM2 2 PM 

This is a much more satisfactory result than the result with the first type of PDl 

In this second case, both the PSL and ISL can be made as small as one likes by 

increasing P. 

Estimated values for the PSL and ISL for each of the three methods are 

summarized in Table 4.1. 

In the next section, the PSL and ISL will be computed for both types of PDI 

using the dyadic map. These will be compared to the estimated values in Table 4.1 and 

to known codes. 

To summarize, in this section several theoretical advantages of chaotic codes 

were derived, and the estimated PSL and ISL were found. In the following section, 

several of these quantities will be derived or computed for the quantized dyadic map. 

I 
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Table 4.1. Summary of estimated ISL and PSL for different signal processing methods. 

mean of squared variance of squared 
output output 

method PSL ISL autocorrelation autocorrelation 
n=O n*O n=O n*O 

noPDI M-l M-I M2 M-n 0 2(M-ni 1010g-2- 1010g--
M M 

PDII M-I M-I M2 M-n M4 7(M-n)2 1 0l0g-2- 101og-- - -- -
M M 2 2 8P 8P 

PDI2 M-I M-I M2 M-n not not 
1 0l0g--2 101og-- -- found found PM PM P 

4.3 DYADIC CHAOTIC CODES 

Many of the parameters discussed in the previous section will now be found for 

the quantized dyadic map. This includes finding 1) the probability that the computed 

normalized autocorrelation is no more than £ from the predicted autocorrelation, 2) the 

cross correlation of several sequences, 3) the power spectral density, and 4) a 

comparison to existing codes. 

4.3.1 Probability of Autocorrelation Differing from Predicted 

The probability that the autocorrelation of a sequence of length M would differ 

from the predicted autocorrelation by more than £ was found earlier to be (from 

equation 4.5) 

for n * 0, 

where N = M - n. The values of Ry(n) for lags of 1 and 2 for the dyadic map will be 

substituted into this equation to find this probability for sequences generated by the 

-I 
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dyadic map. Mter that. some general remarks about the probability for lags greater than 

2 will be made. 

The value of Ry(I) for the quantized dyadic map was found in chapter 3 to be 

{ 

1-2c 
Ry {l) = 

-1+2c 

o<c<t 

t<c<1 

so R, 
2 
(I) = 4c2 

- 4c + 1. Substituting this into equation 4.5 yields 

P(/RM (I) - R, (1)/ > E) = 2Q(~ E.JN ). 
4c{l-c) 

This probability has been plotted using for three different values of £ in Figure 

4.10. To create the plots, the following approximation to the complementary error 

function was used [94]: 

exp( _ ~2) 
Q,{x) = . 

"",27r(0.661x+O.339~x2 +5.510) 

For n = 2, the square of the quantized dyadic autocorrelation is 

(

1-4C{2 -c)(l-c)2 

R,2(2) = 1-4c(l- c) 

1-4c2{1- c2) 

and therefore the probability for Ry(2) is 

0< c<0.382 

0.382 < c < 0.618 

0.618<c<1 

, 

I 

J 
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1 
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1 

c 

Figure 4.10. Plots of the probability that the measured autocorrelation is within 0.05, 
0.1. and 0.2 of the predicted autocorrelation. for the dyadic map with a lag of L 

, 
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2Q( e..JN ) 
~ 4c(2 - c )(1- C)2 

0<c<0.382 

0.382 < c < 0.618 

0.618<c<1 

This probability is plotted in Figure 4.11 for three values of £. 

It is evident from these plots that the selection of c. unless very close to 0 or 1. 

has little impact on the probability. particularly as n increases. The primary parameter 

affecting the probability is N. and. not surprisingly. the larger N. the more likely the 

finite sequence will exhibit the autocorrelation predicted by theory. 

4.3.2 Cross Correlation 

To show that the cross correlation of codes is small. the dyadic map was used to 

generate a 1000 bit sequence using c = 0.5000000 1 and an initial condition of 0.34. The 

sequence was divided into ten subsequences of length 100 bits. which are labeled Cl 

through C 10. Each of these was cross correlated with the others using a nonnonna1ized 

cross correlation, which would be equivalent to a correlator output: 

M-n-l 

pj,I,(n) = LYj.;Yk.;+n' (4.17) 
;=0 

where Yj,i is element i of code Cj. For each pair of codes, peak: and integrated cross 

correlation (PCC and ICC) values were computed. as follows (these parameters are 

unique to this work): 

[
maxpj/(n)] 

PCC = 1010g n 1002 

I 
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The results are summarized in Table 4.2a This process was repeated for a sequence 

with c = 0.2; these results are in Table 4.2b. 

None of the codes correlates with the others. since correlation corresponds to a 

PCC of 0; indeed, correlation cannot occur, because the code is nonperiodic over the 

time frame of interest. The worst PCC for c = 0.50000001 was -9.37 dB. while the 

worst for c = 0.2 was -8.64 dB. These cross correlations are low enough that it is 

unlikely that one would be mistaken for an autocorrelation; it is not unreasonable to 

expect a radar to be able to differentiate between signals that are at least 8 or 9 dB 

different from one another. Applying a PDI to the cross correlations should lower the 

PCC even more. 

Table 4.2a. Numerical results of cross correlation for c = 0.50000001. - The upper 
right diagonal contains the PCC, the lower left diagonal contains the ICC. The largest 
PCC d ICC hi hli h d an are 19l 19l te . 

code Cl C2 C3 C4 Cs C6 C7 I Cg C9 I CIO 

C1 -9.37 -15.39 -14.89 -12.04 -12.n -1240/ -12.40 -14.42 -13.56 

C2 1.43 -13.15 -13.43 -13.56 -12.04 -14.421 -11.06 -12.40 -10.75 
C3 -0.31 -0.12 -13.21 -15.39 -14.89 -13.981 -13.98 -12.40 -13.98 
C4 -1.04 -0.46 -0.72 -14.42 -12.40 -13.15 -12.40 -1539 -14.19 
Cs 0.57 024 -1.14 0.07 -I2.n -12n -14.89 -12.77 -14.89 
C6 0.34 0.58 -0.22 -0.49 -0.65 -15.39 -14.42 -14.89 -12.77 
C7 -0.19 0.36 -0.13 025 035 -0.50 I -12.n -12.40 -14.89 
Cg 0.72 0.97 -0.02 -0.57 -024 0.08 0.661 -12.04 -13.56 
C9 -0.24 0.67 1.06 -0.27 -035 -1.15 0.26 -031 -12.77 
CIO -0.43 0.19 0.39 -0.35 -0.57 032 -0.74 -0.81 0.11 

, 

I 
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Table 4.2b. Numerical results of cross correlation for c = 0.2. - The upper right 
diagonal contains the PCC. the lower left diagonal contains the ICC. The largest PCC 
an d ICC h· hli h d are 19l 19l te . 

code Cl C2 C3 C4 Cs C6 C7 Cg C9 CIO 

Cl -13.26 -9.90 -9.63 -8.64 -9.90 -13.98 -12.40 -9.37 -13.56 

C2 0.28 -14.42 -8.66 -11.06 -10.17 -13.15 -11.37 -11.70 -8.87 
C3 5.42 2.66 -13.98 -12.77 -11.37 -11.02 -11.70 -9.63 -12.77 

C4 0.62 3.81 0.63 -12.77 -12.77 -12.04 -12.40 -10.46 -9.91 

Cs 4.06 2.33 0.74 1.32 -10.75 -10.39 -9.63 -11.70 -9.90 

C6 2.31 3.33 0.13 2.14 4.18 -10.51 -11.70 -11.70 -10.17 
C7 0.72 1.75 2.46 1.95 3.33 2.44 -10.46 -12.77 -9.37 
Cg 2.77 2.46 2.31 2.27 1.50 -0.59 1.65 -12.40 -10.46 

C9 3.78 1.80 3.57 3.25 2.57 1.96 1.51 1.70 -14.89 

CIO -0.26 5.85 1.26 2.86 3.27 3.67 3.63 2.81 0.68 

4.3.3 Spectral Content 

The power spectral density of the code waveform was shown earlier to be (from 

equation 4.7) 

Now the autocorrelation of y will be substituted into this equation to find the 

power spectral density for the dyadic map. c will be restricted to a root of t. i.e. 

c = h. so that the autocorrelation will be forced to zero after a lag of i. allowing the 

I 
density to be computed explicitly. As shown in chapter 3. when c = .ifi the 

autocorrelation of the quantized dyadic map is 

O$n<i 

so the power spectral density is 

, 
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i= 1 
------------. i = 2 

i=4 

o 1 2 3 4 5 

fF 

Figure 4.12. The power spectral density of the code waveform generated by the dyadic 

map for c = h and i = 1, 2, and 4. 

i=l 

i> 1. 

This function is plotted in decibels in Figure 4.12 for three values of i. 

As i increases, the amount of correlation between bits increases, and the power 

in the signal becomes more concentrated around fT = O. This can be quantified by 

solving 

j Sy(f) dj = 0.95 
-B T 

for B. This yields the values of [F such that 95% of the signal power is between -[F and 

fl'. The following values were found for i = 1, 2, and 4: 

I 
I 
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-2 -1 0 1 2 
i B fT 

1 2.00 c 95% of E2wer for i = 1 
> 

2 1.25 95,,;% of E2wer for i =;:0.2 
4 0.65 

95% of )?Ower fgr i = 4 

This shows that increasing correlation concentrates more of the signal power around fF 

= 0, making the spectrum higher and narrower. It has been mentioned before that a 

chaotic code can have chips that are a short as one likes, and that shorter chips (i.e. 

smaller T) result in a lower and broader PSD. Therefore, the two parameters, c and T, 

can be used in combination to adjust the spectrum, although both c and T may be 

subject to other constraints. Potential uses for c other than spectrum control will be 

discussed later. 

4.3.4 Comparison to Existing Codes for PSL and ISL 

In this section, dyadic chaotic codes will be compared to several lengths of 

existing codes with the best PSLs and ISLs. Not all known codes were used, but 

enough that a good comparison can be drawn. 

To make the comparison, the dyadic map was iterated using c = 0.50000001 and 

an initial condition of 0.34. For a length M code and a PDI of P, the map was iterated 

MP times, then divided into M bit segments. The autocorrelation was computed for 

each segment. To check the predicted results found earlier in the section on 

performance measures, three different operations were performed on the resulting 

autocorrelations, corresponding to lengthening the code and the two different types of 

POI. Then the PSL and ISL were computed from the results, using equations 4.9 and 

4.10. The results are compiled in the following tables, as described below. 

I 
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First. the PSL and ISL were computed directly on the autocorrelations without 

any POI. These results are in either Table 4.3 or Table 4.4, under the column heading 

POI = 1 (the results are in both tables because both PDI types reduce to the same result 

when P = 1). Second, the POll operation was performed, wherein the autocorrelations 

were squared, averaged, then had the square root taken. The random amplitude used in 

the derivation was not modeled. These results are in Table 4.3. Third, the POI 2 

operation was perfonned, i.e. the autocorrelations were averaged directly. These results 

are in Table 4.4. The columns of estimated values were computed using the equations 

in Table 4.1. 

The values of P were 1 (no averaging), 10,50, and 100. The column of fixed 

codes contains the PSL and ISL for the minimum peak sidelobe codes (lengt.lts 7 - 48 

and 51) [83J plus some known good codes oflonger lengths [45J, [84J, [85J. For some 

lengths the ISL was not available, so is not shown. 

With M = 577 and P = 100, sequences as long as 57700 bits were generated. 

The map iterates were checked to be sure the sequences were not repeating. The 

sequences were all nonperiodic. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the data in these tables. The code 

lengthening results will be discussed first, followed by the POlland POI 2 results. 

The results for the code without a PDI (the values shown in either table in the 

POI = 1 column) show that the code length must be increased by a factor of about 10 to 

have a PSL comparable to the fixed code. The chaotic code ISL is worse at all lengths 

compared to any fixed code ISL. However, if the radar does not have much leakage 

between correlators, and code lengths on the order of 10 times the length of a fixed code 

can be accommodated, this approach may work well. 

, 
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T bl 43 C a e . a ompansono ffi d d ·th h lXe co es WI c d fi PSL PDll aotIc co es or , 

length b~t fix!i:Q chaQti~ PSL M-I 
PSL PDI 

estimated PSL = IOlog-2-M 
M 1 10 50 100 

7 -16.90 -4.86 -8.84 -8.73 -9.03 -9.12 
8 -12.04 -6.02 -8.92 -10.55 -1031 -9.61 
9 -13.06 -7.04 -954 -10.21 -10.89 -10.05 

10 -13.98 -6.02 -8.36 -9.81 -10.86 -10.46 

11 -20.83 -5.26 -8.90 -10.46 -11.06 -10.83 
12 -1556 -7.60 -10.72 -11.33 -1157 -11.17 

13 -22.28 -6.72 -11.21 -12.11 -11.88 -11.49 

14 -16.90 -8.94 -9.70 -12.87 -1251 -11.18 
15 -1750 -7.96 -9.94 -12.12 -11.77 -12.06 

16 -18.06 -7.18 -10.24 -1250 -12.46 -12.32 

17 -1859 -9.05 -13.21 -1331 -12.82 -1257 
18 -19.08 -8.20 -10.48 -12.01 -12.82 -12.80 

19 -1955 -751 -11.85 -12.88 -1258 -13.02 , 
20 -20.00 -6.94 -10.76 -12.73 -13.00 -13.23 
21 -20.42 -6.44 -10.88 -13.29 -13.18 -13.43 

22 -1731 -6.85 -11.80 -12.69 -13.73 -13.63 

23 -17.69 -6.41 -13.12 -13.26 -1354 -13.81 
24 -18.06 -6.02 -1253 -13.68 -14.03 -13.99 

25 -21.94 -5.68 -11.52 -14.01 -14.03 -14.16 

26 -18.76 -6.72 -11.90 -13.94 -13.92 -1432 
27 -19.08 -635 -12.33 -14.18 -13.96 -14.48 

28 -22.92 -6.02 -12.73 -14.75 -1439 -14.63 

29 -19.71 -5.73 -12.72 -15.15 -14.82 -14.78 
30 -20.00 -6.62 -12.80 -13.69 -14.11 -14.92 

31 -20.28 -755 -12.93 -1530 -15.08 -15.06 

32 -2056 -8.52 -11.68 -14.24 -14.64 -15.19 

33 -20.83 -8.09 -13.06 -14.73 -14.67 -1532 

34 -21.09 -7.71 -13.27 -14.80 -14.85 -15.44 

35 -21.34 -8.60 -13.98 -15.63 -15.32 -1557 

36 -2158 -9.54 -12.60 -15.05 -14.94 -15.69 

37 -21.82 -1054 -12.93 -14.8S -lS.36 -IS.80 

38 -22.05 -10.77 -13.32 -14.60 -15.18 -15.91 

39 -22.28 -10.24 -13.97 -15.07 -15.41 -16.02 

40 -2250 -9.76 -1459 -15.70 -1556 -16.13 

41 -22.71 -10.67 -14.40 -1555 -15.67 -16.24 
42 -23.02 -10.19 -1359 -15.66 -16.00 -1634 

43 -23.13 -1039 -13.63 -15.91 -16.06 -16.44 

44 -23.33 -1059 -14.49 -16.04 -1650 -1653 
45 -2352 -10.14 -14.40 -15.76 -15.89 -16.63 
46 -23.71 -10.98 -15.42 -15.97 -16.13 -16.72 

47 -23.90 -1052 -16.54 -16.43 -16.52 -16.81 
48 -24.08 -1135 -15.93 -16.18 -1659 -16.90 

51 -24.61 -11.23 -13.87 -16.42 -16.69 -16.99 

63 -20.42 -13.71 -17.22 -17.39 -18.00 -18.06 
69 -24.74 -14.S0 -15.67 -18.08 -18.16 -18.45 

88 -24.91 -14.81 -18.00 -18.87 -18.63 -19.49 

101 -2452 -16.00 -18.77 -18.45 -19.06 -20.09 
127 -25.17 -15.63 -18.47 -20.07 -19.60 -21.07 

255 -25.85 -15.88 -21.23 -21.92 -22.91 -24.08 
~17 -28.44 -1658 -21.69 -23.85 -23.63 -25.02 
511 -2859 -1752 -22.89 -25.35 -25.32 -27.09 
577 -30.61 -19.10 -24.04 -26.40 -26.16 -27.62 
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T hI 43b C a e - . ompansono ffi d d ·th h d fi ISL PDll lXe co es Wl c aotlc co es or , -
length b~~t fix~g chaQtic ISL M-l 

1S.L PDI 
estimated ISL = 10 log--

M 
M 1 10 50 100 

7 -9.12 1.02 -1.01 -1.07 -0.98 -0.67 

8 -6.02 0.97 -052 -131 -1.14 -0.58 
9 -5.28 1.71 -0.97 -0.49 -0.84 -0.51 

10 -5.85 -0.46 -0.23 -058 -0.65 -0.46 

11 -10.83 0.04 -0.26 -037 -0.$6 -0.41 
12 -857 -1.25 -0.88 -0.65 -0.71 -0.38 
13 -11.49 -1.07 -0.19 -0.41 -0.49 -0.35 
14 -7.12 -0.72 -0.21 -0.94 -0.84 -0.32 
15 -6.89 0.92 1.08 -050 -050 -0.30 

16 -6.60 1.85 0.69 -0.20 -0.29 -0.28 

17 -655 -0.02 -133 -0.96 -050 -0.26 
18 -8.12 0.76 1.61 -0.03 -0.28 -0.25 

19 -6.88 1.18 -051 -0.68 -051 -0.23 

20 -7.21 0.68 037 -052 -0.47 -0.22 
21 -8.12 1.19 0.66 -039 -0.38 -0.21 

22 -7.93 0.98 058 -0.26 -0.30 -0.20 

23 -750 1.42 -0.75 -036 -0.29 -0.19 
24 -9.03 1.38 0.09 -031 -0.18 -0.18 

25 -851 2.28 0.14 -031 -0.29 -0.18 

26 -8.76 1.19 034 -0.24 0.07 -0.17 

27 -9.93 058 -0.14 -031 0.10 -0.16 

28 -8.94 0.97 -0.19 -059 -0.35 -0.16 
29 -831 0.80 039 -0.67 -0.30 -0.15 
30 -8.82 0.78 0.76 -031 -0.18 -0.15 

31 -856 -0.05 -0.12 -0.68 -0.38 -0.14 

32 -852 -0.54 0.06 -0.20 -0.08 -0.14 
33 -930 -0.27 -1.02 -0.80 -0.07 -0.13 

34 -9.49 0.17 -0.09 -035 -0.20 -0.13 

35 -8.79 -0.17 058 -0.11 -0.05 -0.13 

36 -8.38 0.14 056 0.03 -0.05 -0.12 

37 -8.44 0.26 -0.06 -0.16 -0.17 -0.12 

38 -9.19 -0.02 -0.07 -0.25 -0.24 -0.12 
39 -8.06 0.77 0.28 -0.16 -0.07 -0.11 

40 -8.70 0.97 -0.43 -0.21 -0.17 -0.11 

41 -8.75 0.72 -0.25 -0.22 -0.02 -0.11 

42 -9.41 1.24 -033 -0.27 -0.16 -0.10 

43 -8.29 1.26 -0.08 -0.22 -0.11 -0.10 

44 -7.98 1.03 037 -0.06 0.00 -0.10 
45 -8.18 1.22 0.03 -0.22 -0.14 -0.10 
46 -S.12 0.S6 -059 -0.06 0.08 -0.10 
47 -8.53 1.04 -0.78 -0.41 -0.20 -0.09 
48 -7.87 0.96 -0.33 -0.12 -0.03 -0.09 

, 51 1.19 -0.17 -0.15 -0.12 -0.09 

63 -0.37 -0.49 -0.18 -0.12 -0.07 
69 -0.40 -0.25 -0.07 -0.11 -0.06 

88 -0.95 -0.54 -0.08 -0.10 -0.05 

101 -0.67 -0.65 om -0.02 -0.04 
127 0.17 -052 0.02 -0.19 -0.03 
255 054 0.08 -0.04 -0.05 -0.02 

317 0.29 0.14 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 
511 0.26 -0.04 0.06 0.06 -0.01 
577 0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 
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T bl 44 C ffi d d ·th h d ~ PSL DI2 a e . a ompansono Ixe eo es WI e aone eo es or .p 
length b~~t fix~Q £haQtic PSL M-I 

PSL PDI 
estimated PSL = IOlog--2 

PM 
M 1 10 50 100 1 10 50 100 

7 -16.90 -4.86 -2134 -24.03 -25.78 -9.12 -19.12 -26.11 -29.12 

8 -12.04 -6.02 -26.02 -27.96 -27.43 -9.61 -19.61 -26.60 -29.61 

9 -13.06 -7.04 -16.16 -31.48 -30.79 -10.05 -20.05 -27.04 -30.05 

10 -13.98 -6.02 -15.92 -23.88 -27.54 -10.46 -20.46 -27.45 -30.46 

11 -20.83 -5.26 -14.81 -25.26 -27.57 -10.83 -20.83 -27.82 -30.83 

12 -1556 -7.60 -16.48 -2954 -30.95 -11.17 -21.17 -28.16 -31.17 

13 -22.28 -6.72 -16.26 -25.63 -29.81 -11.49 -21.49 -28.48 -31.49 

14 -16.90 -8.94 -17.82 -2736 -30.05 -11.78 -21.78 -28.77 -31.78 

15 -1750 -7.96 -15.22 -22.85 -27.13 -12.06 -22.06 -29.05 -32.06 

16 -18.06 -7.18 -16.48 -26.47 -26.47 -12.32 -2232 -2931 -3232 

17 -18.59 -9.05 -17.00 -2533 -24.96 -12.57 -22.57 -29.56 -32.57 

18 -19.08 -8.20 -1556 -26.62 -27.04 -12.80 -22.80 -29.79 -32.80 

19 -19.55 -7.51 -18.73 -26.69 -30.01 -13.02 -23.02 -30.01 -33.02 

20 -20.00 -6.94 -17.72 -2535 -27.96 -13.23 -23.23 -30.22 -33.23 

21 -20.42 -6.44 -18.14 -29.79 -29.79 -13.43 -23.43 -30.42 -33.43 

22 -17.31 -6.85 -1855 -28.36 ·27.20 -13.63 -23.63 -30.62 -33.63 

23 -17.69 -6.41 -18.29 -2537 -27.06 -13.81 -23.81 -30.80 -33.81 

24 -18.06 -6.02 -2158 -25.19 -28.14 -13.99 -23.99 -30.98 -33.99 

25 -21.94 -5.68 -19.02 -27.29 -29.47 -14.16 -24.16 -31.15 -34.16 

26 -18.76 -6.72 -17.67 -2538 -27.16 -1432 -2432 -3131 -34.32 

27 -19.08 -6.35 -21.02 -27.64 -27.96 -14.48 -24.48 -31.47 -34.48 

28 -22.92 -6.02 -19.40 -26.53 -27.51 -14.63 -24.63 -31.62 -34.63 

29 -19.71 -5.73 -18.62 -27.96 -28.11 -14.78 -24.78 -31.77 -34.78 

30 -20.00 -6.62 -1750 -24.83 -28.40 -14.92 -24.92 -31.91 -34.92 

31 -20.28 -7.55 -18.70 -25.96 -29.16 -15.06 -25.06 -32.05 -35.06 

32 -20.56 -8.52 -18.06 -24.26 -29.28 -15.19 -25.19 -32.18 -35.19 

33 -20.83 -8.09 -19.74 -27.96 -2939 -15.32 -25.32 -32.31 -3532 

34 -21.09 -7.71 -1950 -24.96 -27.96 -15.44 -25.44 -32.43 -35.44 

35 -21.34 -8.60 -18.84 -26.17 -31.80 -15.57 -25.57 -32.56 -35.57 

36 -21.58 -9.54 -18.66 -23.10 -29.69 -15.69 -25.69 -32.68 -35.69 

37 -21.82 -10.54 -21.26 -24.67 -31.72 -15.80 -25.80 -32.79 -35.80 

38 -22.05 -10.77 -2330 -28.67 -31.42 -15.91 -25.91 -32.90 -35.91 

39 -22.28 -10.24 -20.70 -24.22 -32.00 -16.02 -26.02 -33.01 -36.02 

40 -22.50 -9.76 -1958 -27.54 -30.17 -16.13 -26.13 -33.12 -36.13 

41 -22.71 -10.67 -21.63 -25.57 -31.59 -16.24 -26.24 -33.22 -36.24 

42 -23.02 -10.19 -24.17 -30.60 -32.64 -16.34 -2634 -3333 -3634 

43 -23.13 -10.39 -21.07 -28.81 -31.09 -16.44 -26.44 -33.43 -36.44 

44 -23.33 -10.59 -20.00 -27.20 -29.70 -16.53 -26.53 -3352 -36.53 

45 -23.52 -10.14 -18.74 -27.77 -30.52 -16.63 -26.63 -33.62 -36.63 

46 -23.71 -10.98 -21.21 -26.57 -30.84 -16.72 -26.72 -33.71 -36.72 

47 -23.90 -10.52 -2232 -28.94 -32.46 -16.81 -26.81 -33.80 -36.81 

48 -24.08 -11.35 -2352 -26.62 -32.96 -16.90 -26.90 -33.89 -36.90 

51 -24.61 -11.23 -21.28 -26.84 -32.42 -17.16 -27.16 -34.15 -37.16 

63 -20.42 -13.71 -2439 -27.42 -31.48 -18.06 -28.06 -35.05 -38.06 

69 -24.74 -14.50 -23.l5 -29.17 -32.07 -18.45 -28.45 -35.44 -38.45 

88 -24.91 -14.81 -23.93 -30.86 -33.69 -19.49 -29.49 -36.48 -39.49 

101 -24.52 -16.00 -25.12 -3234 -33.24 -20.09 -30.09 -37.08 -40.09 

127 -25.17 -15.63 -24.46 -3253 -33.84 -21.07 -31.07 -38.06 -41.07 

255 -25.85 -15.88 -28.13 -34.43 -36.96 -24.08 -34.08 -41.07 -44.08 

317 -28.44 -16.58 -28.15 -33.58 -38.02 -25.02 -35.02 -42.01 -45.02 

511 -28.59 -17.52 -29.46 -36.28 -38.35 -27.09 -37.09 -44.08 -47.09 

577 -30.61 -19.10 -29.29 -37.75 -38.70 -27.62 -37.62 -44.61 -47.62 
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T hI 44b C ffi d d ·th h d fi ISL PDI2 a e . . ompanson 0 lXe co eSWl C aOllC co es or '- . 
length b~st fix~Q ~haQti!;; ISL M-l 

ISL PDI 
estimated ISL = 10 log--

PM 

M 1 10 50 100 1 10 50 100 
7 -9.12 1.02 -14.25 -18.21 -2058 .(J.67 -10.67 -17.66 -20.67 

8 -6.02 0.97 -18.62 -20.00 -21.96 .(J58 -1058 -1757 -2058 

9 -5.28 1.71 -10.81 -24.21 -22.63 .(J.51 -1051 -1750 -2051 

10 -5.85 -0.46 -9.12 -17.42 -21.77 .(J.46 -10.46 -17.45 -20.46 

11 -10.83 0.04 -8.76 -17.79 -19.93 .(J.41 -10.41 -17.40 -20.41 

12 -857 -1.25 -7.90 -20.34 -23.64 .(J38 -1038 -1737 -2038 

13 -11.49 -1.07 -9.71 -17.49 -23.33 .(J.35 -1035 -1734 -2035 

14 -7.12 -0.72 -9.81 -1855 -2230 .(J32 -1032 -1731 -2032 

15 -6.89 0.92 -7.14 -16.00 -20.09 .(J30 -1030 -17.29 -2030 

16 -6.60 1.85 -9.65 -17.49 -20.63 .(J.28 -10.28 -17.27 -20.28 

17 -655 -0.02 -9.56 -17.09 -18.69 .(J.26 -10.26 -17.25 -20.26 

18 -8.12 0.76 -6.90 -1650 -19.60 .(J.25 -10.25 -17.24 -20.25 

19 -6.88 1.18 -9.15 -18.13 -23.22 .(J.23 -10.23 -17.22 -20.23 

20 -7.21 0.68 -8.58 -18.05 -1953 .(J.22 -10.22 -17.21 -20.22 

21 -8.12 1.19 -9.89 -21.28 -2151 .(J.21 -10.21 -17.20 -2021 

22 -7.93 0.98 -9.26 -17.99 -18.09 .(J.20 -10.20 -17.19 -20.20 

23 -750 1.42 -10.86 -16.39 -18.94 .(J.19 -10.19 -17.18 -20.19 

24 -9.03 1.38 -9.99 -19.05 -19.91 .(J.18 -10.18 -17.17 -20.18 

2S -851 2.28 -9.42 -16.72 -18.76 .(J.18 -10.18 -17.17 -20.18 

26 -8.76 1.19 -8.48 -17.48 -18.88 .(J.17 -10.17 -17.16 -20.17 

27 -9.93 058 -10.97 -17.34 -19.89 .(J.16 -10.16 -17.15 -20.16 

28 -8.94 0.97 -9.70 -17.03 -18.41 .(J.16 -10.16 -17.15 -20.16 

29 -831 0.80 -10.17 -1950 -20.27 .(J.15 -10.15 -17.14 -20.15 

30 -8.82 0.78 -9.43 -1731 -19.21 .(J.15 -10.15 -17.14 -20.15 

31 -856 -0.05 -10.65 -17.29 -18.88 .(J.i4 -10.14 -17.13 -20.14 

32 -8.52 -0.54 -1030 -16.47 -19.12 .(J.14 -10.14 -17.13 -20.14 

33 -930 -0.27 -11.55 -17.55 -20.02 .(J.13 -10.13 -17.12 -20.13 

34 -9.49 0.17 -10.04 -17.23 -19.69 .(J.l3 -10.13 -17.12 -20.13 

35 -8.79 -0.17 -9.34 -18.08 -20.93 .(J.13 -10.13 -17.12 -20.13 

36 -838 0.14 -9.21 -15.86 -20.14 .(J.12 -10.12 -17.11 -20.12 

37 -8.44 0.26 -11.46 -17.53 -21.64 .(J.12 -10.12 -17.11 -20.12 

38 -9.19 -0.02 -1153 -17.23 -21.09 .(J.12 -10.12 -17.11 -20.12 

39 -8.06 0.77 -10.75 -16.45 -20.63 .(J.11 -10.11 -17.10 -20.11 

4(j -8.70 0.97 -10.81 -16.76 -21.23 .(J.11 -10.11 -17.10 -20.11 

41 -8.75 0.72 -10.87 -17.48 -19.94 .(J.11 -10.11 -17.10 -20.11 

42 -9.41 1.24 -12.66 -19.73 -21.64 .(J.1O -10.10 -17.09 -20.10 

43 -8.29 1.26 -10.49 -18.46 -20.86 .(J.1O -10.10 -17.09 -20.10 

44 -7.98 1.03 -10.06 -16.63 -19.24 .(J.1O -10.10 -17.09 -20.10 

45 -8.18 1.22 -9.05 -1730 -21.00 .(J.1O -10.10 -17.09 -20.10 

46 -8.12 0.86 -9.80 -1557 -19.40 .(J.1O -10.10 -17.09 -20.10 

47 -853 1.04 -11.04 -16.82 -20.58 .(J'(l9 -10.09 -17.08 -20.09 

48 -7.87 0.96 -10.84 -16.89 -20.73 .(J.09 -10.09 -17.08 -20.09 

51 1.19 -9.85 -1633 -2037 .(J.09 -10.09 -17.08 -20.09 

63 -0.37 -11.79 -16.44 -20.48 .(J.07 -10.07 -17.06 -20.07 

69 -0.40 -10.47 -1658 -19.51 .(J.06 -10.06 -17.05 -20.06 

88 -0.95 -1035 -17.11 -20.13 .(J.05 -10.05 -17.04 -20.05 

101 -0.67 -10.97 -17.45 -19.99 .(J.04 -10.04 -17.03 -20.04 

127 0.17 -10.47 -17.16 -20.27 .(J.03 -10.03 -17.02 -20.03 

255 0.54 -10.69 -17.07 -20.29 .(J.02 -10.02 -17.01 -20.02 

317 0.29 -9.97 -17.26 -20.39 .(J.0l -10.01 -17.00 -20.01 

511 0.26 -1036 -17.16 -20.05 .(J.0l -10.Ql -17.00 -20.01 

577 0.04 -10.2..~ -17.20 -20.01 .(J.0l -1O.Ql -17.00 -20.01 
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For the POll results, the computed values of PSL and ISL closely match the 

estimated values as the number of averaged pulses increases. Since increasing the 

number of pulses in the POI lowers the variance of the output autocorrelation, it is 

expected that the values for large P would more closely match the estimated values than 

for small P, and they do. 

As expected, the PDI 1 computed values show that the PDI 1 does not help the 

chaotic code of length M perform better than the fixed code of the same length. For 

PSL, the chaotic code can outperform the fixed code only by increasing the code length; 

increasing the number of pulses averaged does not improve the PSL. 

Similar to the case of no PDI, the PDI 1 chaotic code ISL cannot outperform the 

fixed code at any length. The only benefit of this PDI (aside from its SNR 

improvement) is to reduce the variance of the autocorrelation, so that computed values 

are closer to the estimated. 

For the PDI 2 results, the computed values of PSL are about 6 dB worse than 

estimated, although the ISL values are a relatively good match. The difference in the 

computed and estimated PSLs may have been caused by using maxE(rM /(n)) rather 
n,.O • 

than E(maxrM /(n)) in the estimate of PSL. However, despite performing worse than 
n"O • 

estimated, based on the computed results the chaotic code PSL performance is 

comparable to the fixed code with a PDI of just 10, and, as expected, becomes much 

better as the POI increases. Similarly, the chaotic code ISL performance is comparable 

to the fixed code with a POI of 10, and, as expected, becomes much better as the PDI 

increases. 

In summary, any of the three methods of reducing the autocorrelation sidelobes 

can have advantages compared to fixed codes. First, replacing a fixed code of some 

length by a chaotic code ten times longer achieves comparable PSL performance, and 
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increasing the code length more will allow the chaotic code to surpass the fixed code. 

Second, the PDI 1 results are similar to just increasing the code length, and can provide 

improved sidelobe performance. And third, by using PDI 2, chaotic codes of the same 

length as fixed codes can outperform those fixed codes for both PSL and ISL, once the 

amount of PDI is above about 10. In any event, regardless of its PSL or ISL the chaotic 

code can still offer ranging, LPI, and ECCM advantages compared to fixed codes. 

For either PDI method, the greater the number of codes that are averaged, the 

better the performance, but system constraints will restrict this number. One constraint 

is the storage capacity of the system, although by performing a running sum, the need 

for storage is not large. Another constraint is the rate at which the system requires 

updates; the longer the PDI, the less frequently the system receives new data. Perhaps 

most importantly, however, is the fact that the reflector characteristics can change 

during the course of the PDI, such as when the reflector is moving relative to the radar. 

If the PDI is too long, the range can change to the point that correlation occurs at a 

different delay, reducing the benefit of the PDI. Therefore the number of codes 

averaged in a PDI will depend on the particular application, and be a trade-off between 

those factors just discussed and the PSL and ISL improvement gained by PDI. 

4.4 TENT CHAOTIC CODES 

In the last section, several parameters were derived or computed for the dyadic 

map: the probability of autocorrelation differing from predicted; cross correlation; 

spectral content; and a comparison with existing codes. Rather than compute the same 

parameters for the tent map, some general remarks will be made about how those 

parameters might differ between the tent and dyadic maps. 

Because the autocorrelation of the quantized tent map is different from that of 

the dyadic map, the tent map can exhibit some different properties. When c = t, 

, 
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however, the behavior of the quantized sequences from either map should be the same. 

Therefore the information presented in the last section on cross correlation, PSL, and 

ISL which were computed for the dyadic map with c = t, should apply to the tent map 

as welL 

The probability of the autocorrelation differing from the predicted will be 

different for the tent map, but since the autocorrelation for both maps rapidly decays to 

o as the lag increases, this difference is noticeable only for small lags. Since the tent 

map autocorrelation has a larger magnitude than the dyadic map autocorrelation for 

most c, the probability of the autocorrelation differing from the predicted is less than 

that of the dyadic map because the probability is reduced with greater magnitude Ry(n) 

(the autocorrelations of the quantized dyadic and tent maps are shown in Figures 3.5 

and 3.8 in chapter 3). 

Since both the tent and dyadic autocorrelations have zeroes at c equal to roots of 

t, the information on spectral content of the dyadic map applies to the tent map also. 

For c not equal to a root of t. however. the spectral content will be different than the 

dyadic. and can be found by substituting the autocorrelation of the quantized tent map. 

found in chapter 3. into the equation for the power spectral density of the chaotic code 

output, equation 4.7. 

4.5 PARAMETER V ALVES 

Several variables have been discussed and would need to be selected to apply 

chaotic codes to radar. These variables are: which map to use; c; the code length M; 

the type of POI; and P, the amount of POI. The data presented in the previous sections 

should help in the selection of many of these. Specifically. M. p. and the type of POI 

could be selected on the basis of the data presented on PSLs and ISLs for the dyadic 

map. The selection of M could also be influenced by the histograms of the 
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autocorrelations, which showed how the variance of the normalized autocorrelation was 

reduced as a function of M, and the cross correlation, which was lowered as M 

increased. It was shown how some specific values of c affect the power spectral density 

of the transmitted waveform. 

The data did not, however, provide information on how to select a map. More 

comments on c are needed as well. These are addressed in the following paragraphs. 

There are at least two factors to consider in selecting which map to use. The 

first is the ease of implementation. As mentioned in chapter 4, analog circuits which 

compute piecewise linear maps are available and are useful for generating non periodic 

sequences [14]. Some circuits may have advantages over others in terms of cost, 

stability, and size. A digital computer, on the other hand, can generate either the dyadic 

or tent map with little or no cost difference. 

The other factor to consider in selecting which map to use is the fact that the tent 

map is able to have negative values of autocorrelation. This may cause some important 

differences in the power spectral density, or in the design of the correlator hardware; 

negative correlations may require greater dynamic range than strictly positive 

correlations. 

The value of c is another parameter that needs more comment. As c directly 

impacts the autocorrelation of the quantized sequence, it influences every measured or 

derived quantity discussed in this chapter. In much of the discussion, c was set to t so 

that sequences would be predicted to have a delta function autocorrelation, and could 

then be compared to existing codes. Values of c other than t might be useful in 

situations when correlation at large lags was desirable, such as when the radar is 

searching for reflectors; codes with long correlations might be useful in the acquisition 

of reflectors whose range is initially unknown. When the range is unknown, the radar 
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may not sample all or even any of the reflected code, depending on the timing. But if it 

samples a part of the code, and the autocorrelation sidelobes are sizable, the radar could 

detect the reflector in the sidelobes, and thereby acquire the reflector more rapidly. 

Once it had acquired a reflector, c could be changed to t to allow a delta function 

autocorrelation for tracking the reflector. 

The parameter c also affects the power spectral density in a predictable way, and 

could be used to control the transmitted spectrum. 

There are many other factors which influence a radar design, such as operating 

environment and types of reflectors. These factors will also influence the code length 
.~ .. 

and selection of c. 

I 
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This dissertation developed an application of chaos to electrical engineering, and 

specifically to radar. In this f"mal chapter, the work will be summarized and discussed, 

and some ideas for future work will be presented. 

5.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Some of the concepts and mathematics of chaos were given in chapter 2. 

Examples of chaotic and nonchaotic maps were given, and there was extended 

discussion on the predictability, periodicity, and sensitivity to initial conditions of 

chaotic time series. The way in which stochastic properties can arise in deterministic 

systems was discussed when the probability density function was defined. Two levels 

of chaotic behavior, ergodic and mixing, were defined. The Lyapunov exponent, a map 

parameter which is positive when the map is chaotic, was also defined, as well as the 

autocorrelation and autocovariance. It was mentioned that all chaotic maps have an 

inImite number of periodic time series. 

Chapter 2 also provided examples of the Lyapunov exponent, pdf, and 

autocovariance of some chaotic maps. The piecewise linear, measure preserving maps 

with two pieces that would be used in later chapters were introduced here, and some of 

their statistics were found. It was mentioned that the Lyapunov exponent is positive for 

all four possible such maps, and therefore that all such maps are chaotic. 

Chapter 3 began with an extensive discussion about ergodic theory versus 

physical systems. The use of ergodic theory to model the sequences generated by 

computer was justified. and an example of the potential pitfall on a computer was given. 

It was also mentioned that the way to avoid such pitfalls in an application was to try the 
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equation and initial conditions and catalog those with desired periods, particularly 

because the time series are very sensitive to the actual hardware and software being 

used. This was followed by a presentation of the method of generating binary 

sequences from the chaotic time series of chapter 2. Some statistical properties of those 

sequences were developed. In particular, a general form of the autocorrelation was 

found for binary sequences derived from piecewise linear, measure preserving maps 

with two pieces. This general form of the autocorrelation was then used to find the 

specific autocorrelations for the binary sequences derived from two such maps, the 

dyadic and tent maps. It was shown that for both the tent and dyadic maps, the map 

parameter c could be selected to force the autocorrelation to zero at any chosen lag. 

Both the general and specific forms of the autocorrelations are original work. 

In both chapters 2 and 3, it was shown that chaotic time series can be 

unpredictable and nonperiodic. These features were exploited in chapter 4, where the 

chaotic binary sequences of chapter 3 were applied to radar pulse compression. Chapter 

4 began with a review of pulse compression and some of the codes presently used for 

this purpose. This was followed by a discussion of how chaotic pseudorandom 

sequences, which were named chaotic codes for this application, could provide many 

advantages to codes presently used. Namely, because chaotic codes can be nonperiodic 

if generated by an analog computer, or have a very long period if generated by a digital 

computer, they can provide unambiguous range performance, better range resolution, 

improved low probability of intercept performance, and lower autocorrelation sidelobes. 

Because chaotic codes are unpredictable, they may also offer an ECCM advantage. 

System block diagrams explicitly showed how the codes could be implemented. 

Here it was shown how unambiguous range performance can be achieved. This led to a 

derivation of what length code was required to achieve the theoretically predicted 

, 
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autocorrelations from chapter 3, and what the theoretical cross correlation would be. 

Some discussion about the effects of Doppler shift was given. The transmitted power 

spectrum of a radar using chaotic codes was found, and the means of improved LPI 

performance was discussed. Two commonly used parameters, peak sidelobe level 

(PSL) and integrated sidelobe level (lSL) were defined. As these parameters are often 

used to compare codes, theoretical values of PSL and ISL were found for chaotic codes, 

for three cases: no signal processing, and two forms of post detection integration (pOI). 

Then the theoretical values of some parameters derived to this point, namely the 

autocorrelation as a function of code length, the cross correlation, the spectrum, and the 

PSL and ISL, were found for the dyadic map. Histograms made from 1000 time series 

generated by computer were used to verify the theoretically predicted autocorrelation as 

a function of code length. The power spectral density of the dyadic map was derived 

and used to show how varying the map parameter c adjusted the width of the power 

spectral density mainlobe. 

Numerical values of cross correlation and PSL and ISL for the dyadic map were 

found and used to validate the theoretically predicted values. Two types of POI were 

used to compare the PSL and ISL performance of chaotic codes to that of known codes. 

One type assumed the signal had not been Doppler compensated, and the other assumed 

the signal had been compensated. Both the PSL and ISL of chaotic codes were shown 

to be superior to those of known codes when the type of POI which assumed the signal 

was Doppler compensated was used, and when the POI averaged more than 10 pulses. 

Some discussion of the tent map was then presented, where differences between 

it and the dyadic map were discussed, although no numerical results were found. 
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Finally, a section on parameter selection was provided, where trade-offs to be 

made in considering which map to use, the length of the code, the value of the map 

parameter c, the type of PDI, and the amount of PDI were addressed. 

Throughout chapter 4, it was shown repeatedly that the theoretically derived 

parameters were accurate for predicting many properties of the sequences that were 

generated by computer, validating the discussion at the beginning of chapter 3, where it 

was argued that ergodic theory is a good model for sequences generated by computer. 

In conclusion, chaotic codes were shown to be superior to codes presently used 

for radar pulse compression, in ranging, low probability of intercept, and, under some 

conditions, in low correlation sidelobes as well. The application of chaotic codes to 

radar, and every parameter that was theoretically or numerically derived relating to 

chaotic code use in radar, was original work. 

5.2 FUTURE WORK 

Several results in this work can be extended. 

It was mentioned in chapter 4 that polyphase codes, as opposed to the binary 

codes used in this work, provide improved performance when the signal has a large 

Doppler shift. Since the map iterates could be quantized to more than 2 levels, it is 

possible to generate chaotic polyphase codes. Details of codes generated in this way 

could be explored in future work. 

Many more details of a radar designed to use chaotic codes need to be worked 

out. The probability of detection, the clutter performance, the detection threshold, the 

probability of false alarm, and the noise performance would all need to be addressed if 

these codes were to be implemented. 
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The binary sequences whose autocorrelations can be forced to zero at any 

chosen value of lag by setting c to a root of t could find application in other areas, 

perhaps in adaptive filter design. 

Another issue that could be addressed by computer scientists, if it is not already 

being done, is that of the sensitivity to initial conditions that chaotic equations exhibit, 

and the fact that different computers and different software can yield very different 

results. As was shown in chapters 2 and 3, minute differences in the initial condition or 

in a parameter, and differences in the way a computer implements a chaotic equation, 

can result in vastly different time series. Anyone using a digital computer to program 

nonlinear equations should be concerned that the results are correct Programmers can 

be using nonlinear equations which are chaotic, and therefore sensitive, and not be 

aware of the potential problem. This issue should be addressed by computer scientists. 

The best approach may simply be to teach students about the it in elementary 

programming classes. 

As part of the work on this dissertation, chaotic codes were considered for use in 

spread spectrum, where pseudorandom codes are used as spreading sequences. It was 

detennined that chaotic codes might dfer an advantage of secrecy over codes presently 

used, but one would need to study this problem from the standpoint of cryptography, 

and this was not pursued further. Someone acquainted with cryptography could pursue 

this subject 

Finally, pseudorandom sequences are used in many other fields within electrical 

engineering, including encryption, test sequence generation, and scrambling. Chaotic 

codes could prove useful in these areas. 

The fundamental fact of chaos, that detenninistic equations can generate 

sequences which are random in behavior, and that the mathematics can predict the 
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statistical properties of those sequences, is actually rather astonishing. But it works, 

and it can be exploited to useful ends, as it was in this dissertation. 

In closing, chaos is a rich area of mathematics, and its application in electrical 

engineering is just beginning. There has been much speculation regarding chaos in 

radar. It is hoped that this work provides concrete results. 
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APPENDIX 

GENERAL FORM OF THE AUTOCORRELATION 

In this appendix. the general form for the autocorrelation of piecewise linear. 

measure preserving maps with two pieces will be derived. The results are summarized 

in Table 3.1. in chapter 3. As mentioned in chapter 3. there are five cases. depending on 

where t lies relative to the interval endpoints of the line segment under consideration. 

All the line segments in the map of Xi+n and Xi must be examined to compute the 

autocorrelation for the map. The line segments each map a different interval [a.b] to 

[0.1]. 

CASE 1. b < t. In this case Yi = -1 throughout the interval [a.b]. The product of 

Yi+n and Yi is shown graphically below. 
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For the positive slope. the probability that Yi+nYi is +1 is equal to 

( 
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and the probability that Yi+nYi is -1 is equal to 
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Then for this case, the total contribution to the autocorrelation due to a line 

segment with positive slope is 

(b-a) (b-a) (+1) -2- +(-1) -2- =0. 

It is clear by inspection that the same is true for the line with negative slope. 

Therefore, any line segment which has b < t will add nothing to the autocorrelation. 

CASE 2, t < a. In this case Yi = +1 throughout the interval [a,b]. The product of 

Yi+n and Yi is shown graphically below. 
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For the positive slope the total contribution to the autocorrelation is 

( a+b) (a+b) (+1) b--
2

- +(-1) -2--a 

(b-a) (b-a) =(+1) -2- +(-1) -2- =0, 

and the same is true for the line with negative slope. Therefore, any line segment which 

has t < a will add nothing to the autocorrelation. 

CASE 3, a<t< b+a. In this case Yi = -1 for a<xi<t, and Yi = +1 for 
2 

t < Xi < b - The situation is shown graphically below. 
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In light of the results for cases 1 and 2 above, none of the other line segments 

add anything to the autocorrelation, and Ry(n) will be completely determined by this 

single line segment. Therefore, for the positive slope, the autocorrelation is 

+ [I a+bJ [a+b IJ R, (n)= "2- a +b--2- - -2--"2 

=1-2a. 

For the negative slope, the autocorrelation is 

CASE 4, b+a <t<b. In this case Yi = -I for a< Xi <t, and Yi = +1 for 
2 

t < Xi < b. The situation is shown graphically below. 
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Once again, in light of the results for cases 1 and 2 above, none of the other line 

segments add anything to the autocorrelation, and Ry(n) will be completely detennined 

by this single line segment Therefore, for the positive slope, the autocorrelation is 

R/(n)=[a;b -a+b- ~J-[~ -a;bJ 

=-1+2b. 

For the negative slope, the autocorrelation is 

R" -en) = -R" +(n) = 1-2b. 

CASE 5, t = a + b. In this case Yi = -1 for a < Xi < t, and Yi = +1 for t < Xi < b. 
2 

The situation is shown graphically below. 
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Once again, in light of the results for cases 1 and 2 above, none of the other line 

segments add anything to the autocorrelation, and Ry(n) will be completely detennined 

by this single line segment. Therefore, for the positive slope, the autocorrelation is 

R/(n)=b-a. 

For the negative slope, the autocorrelation is 

~-(n) =-~+(n) = a-b. 
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